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ABSTRACT

China campus environmental clubs are college student clubs committed to the mission of

environmental protection. In the past three decades, their environmental actions have made

important contributions as part of China’s environmental movement. However, they are also

under heavy influence from both the higher education context and Chinese environmentalism.

What features describe the context of China campus environmental clubs? What

environmental actions are they taking today? This study addresses these questions based on

the records from online club networks and field data from two summer club camps. The

findings summarize the features of China campus environmental clubs and describe their “lost

environmental actions”--the feelings of ambiguity, of deviation from expectations, and of loss

of quality among club members regarding their actions. This study fills the gap in literature on

environmental actions of China’s young generations, as well as contributes to our

understanding of environmental action more broadly.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Growing up in a small industrial town in the middle of Shaanxi Province, which is

located in the northwest of China, I completed all of my pre-college education in the local

schools. Before the College Entrance Examination, I hoped to study an education major and

become an education reformist. However, I failed to go to the dream major, but was admitted

by Beijing Foreign Studies University and the major was computer science. I felt disoriented

at the beginning, because the university did not allow students to change majors at that time,

but soon I found that computer science could work together with my educational interest.

Hence, I started exploring the field of education technology, which was one major storyline.

The other major storyline tells about my club experience. It started in the environmental

protection department of the Youth Volunteer Association when I was a freshman, where I

met a junior student whose passion and work for environmental protection deeply impressed

me. So in the middle of the second semester, I joined her to found a new environmental club,

which is called SandCounty Academy. During my three years in this club, there were three

major achievements. First, I combined the club with two student innovation programs, which

funded my club for two years. In the first program, I applied my computer skills to develop an

online environmental information sharing platform, which I expected would have been

operated by the club. However, it did not work out, so I transformed the platform into a club

online profile and joint activity initiative platform, trying to involve clubs from other schools.

It worked out but did not last long due to technical issues. Second, I initiated a number of

creative activities and reformed club structures twice when leading the club. The club

members and I experimented with initiatives from online to offline, as well as built

connections between staff/faculty and off-campus organizations. Such intense innovations

were seldom seen in a student club. Third, my network grew to encompass campus

environmental clubs nationwide, which covered both old and new club members from the past
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five years. In a club meeting organized at the office of Friends of Nature, I co-initiated the

Union of Beijing Environmental Protection Clubs with other club leaders. Since then, I have

hosted two club meetings for the Union, uniting more than 20 campus environmental clubs

from Beijing and neighboring cities. Based on the experience with Beijing clubs, I started

expanding my interaction with clubs in other regions, such as Shanghai, Hangzhou, and Xi’an,

via social media and face-to-face meetings. Since graduating from Beijing Foreign Studies

University, I have remained active in the community of China campus environmental clubs. I

co-initiated an online capacity building network with two other club leaders and we have

organized online camps connecting over 50 campus environmental clubs nationwide. I also

personally hosted face-to-face workshops and meetings on relevant topics in Beijing,

Hangzhou and Xi’an, and mentored multiple club members.

Two student programs witnessed the transformation of my interest to a new field called

environmental education, where the third storyline began. The tipping point was the second

semester of my third year in 2017, when I joined an online environmental education MOOC

team from Cornell University to assist their work in China. I had opportunities to learn more

about environmental education in China and around the world, and to interact with a diversity

of professionals beyond the student clubs. I was inspired by the knowledge and actions from

the field of environmental education, as well as amazed by the energy of this rising industry in

China. At the end of 2017, eager to introduce the idea of environmental education to campus

environmental clubs, I initiated a club learning program which led teams of about 20 clubs to

participate in the online courses together. Meanwhile, I applied for the graduate program at

Department of Natural Resources of Cornell University in the end of 2017, hoping to grow

deeper in the field.

The third storyline ends with this thesis. Henceforth, a new storyline is ready to unfold.
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CHAPTER 1

1 INTRODUCTION

China campus environmental clubs are formal student clubs that are committed to the

mission of environmental protection in Chinese universities. In the past three decades, their

environmental actions have made important contributions and been integral to China’s

environmental movement. However, they are also under heavy influence from both the higher

education context and Chinese environmentalism. What features describe the context of China

campus environmental clubs? What environmental actions are they taking today? After a

review of the literature on xx and yy (chapter 1) and presenting my theoretical framework

(chapter 2), I address these two questions based on the records from online club networks and

field data from two summer club camps (chapter 3). The findings reveal the uniqueness of

China campus environmental clubs through their contextual features and a unique aspect of

their environmental action: "lost environmental action" (chapter 4). This study fills the gap in

literature on environmental actions of China young generations, as well as contributes more

broadly to our understanding of environmental action among youth (chapter 5).

China campus environmental clubs is the subject of this study. As background, this

chapter starts with a brief overview of research on the environmental actions of college

students, then introduces China campus environmental clubs using two strands: Chinese

higher education and environmental movement.

1.1. ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIONS OF COLLEGE STUDENTS

College student environmental activists are uniquely powerful bridging higher education

and the environmental movement (Lange & Chubb, 2009). On the one hand, they are

concerned with broader issues and wider communities by reaching outside the campus. On the

other hand, student activists work for positive environmental changes on campus by taking
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advantage of the institutional, infrastructural, and administrative support from higher

education (Fung & Adams, 2017; Dawson, 2007). As future leaders and decision-makers,

college student activists are expected to bring changes to the present and future, in part

because their collective future is also threatened by environmental deterioration (Vukelic et al.,

2012; Dawson, 2007).

The influence of college students activism has been documented in the western literature.

For example, in North America, student environmental activism was recognized as a

"sustainable campuses movement within the environmental movement", bringing a variety of

pressuring and educating actions onto campuses (Lange & Chubb, 2009). According to

Beringer (2006), 80 percent of US colleges started recycling because of student pressure. Over

decades, national and regional campaigns such as the Campus Climate Challenge and

California Student Sustainability Coalition, have also influenced multiple environmental

aspects of US colleges, from physical environmental changes to education (Dawson, 2007). In

China, the history of student environmental activism is very different yet still important,

which I will address in the next section.

Despite their influence, however, college students are not always perfectly prepared for

environmental activism. The seemingly unmovable status quo, lack of efficacy, and sense of

disempowerment are challenging their motivations and attitudes towards environmental action

(Dawson, 2007; Fung & Adams, 2017). This leads to questions such as: how do college

student environmental activists get frustrated? What are the consequences? How do they deal

with it? What are the implications? What are the implications of putting their struggles in a

bigger picture, a larger system? This is the first gap this work intends to fill, specifically in

China, by capturing the "lost environmental action" of China college student activists.
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College student activists have displayed strong instincts for "coalition building" (Dawson,

2007) and student environmental groups have a significant role in student environmental

activism. For example, in a study of Australian college students, environmental group

membership was identified as a strong positive predictor of environmental activism intentions

(Fielding et al., 2008). In a study of Chinese students, researchers similarly found that the life

experiences related to "environmental organizations" and "college education" could foster

environmental action (Li & Chen, 2015). Further researchers suggest that peer culture and

exchange within such groups might have contributed to favorable conditions for

environmental action (Chawla, 1999; Fung & Adams, 2017), but such speculations largely

lack empirical evidence. Thus we lack understanding of the context those groups situate and

what makes them unique. Particularly, what does being a group member mean to those college

students? This is the second gap this work intends to fill by focusing on a nexus for college

student action in China: campus environmental clubs. Through empirical data, I hope to offer

insights into the uniqueness of college student activists in China.

1.2. CHINA CAMPUS ENVIRONMENTAL CLUBS

In this section, I introduce China campus environmental clubs using two strands based on

the existing literature, supplemented by my prior club experience. The first strand is the clubs’

foundational context, Chinese higher education. The second strand is the historical context of

the clubs, Chinese environmental movement.

Before getting into details about the two strands, it is basic to introduce what a campus

club is in China’s context. Typically, there are two types of student extracurricular groups in a

Chinese university or college. Informal groups refers to those temporary groups or teams for

specific purposes, such as student programs, competitions, or other common short-term

commitments. Formal groups are registered student organizations that are recognized
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officially by the university. Among the formal groups, there are two kinds of umbrella student

organizations, the Student Unions (学生会 xuesheng hui) and the Club Unions (社团联合会

shetuan lianhe hui), both of which operate at different levels (school-level, department-level

etc.). Student Unions are affiliated with their departments for specific functions, such as the

Arts Department (文艺部 wenyi bu), which is responsible for a series of campus performance

events and ceremonies for all students. Club Unions are affiliated with a variety of campus

clubs, which meet the need of faculties and students who have specific interests. No matter

what the clubs are specifically for, whatever different names ("association (协会 xiehui)",

"club (社团/俱乐部 shetuan/julebu)", "studio (工作室 gongzuo shi)", etc.) they have, the Club

Union manages its affiliates uniformly. For example, all clubs are assessed at the end of the

term based on the same scale and the clubs’ scores influence the support gained from the

university, school, or department. The founding of a new club should gain the approval of the

administrative-level. Otherwise, the informal student group could not access the necessary

resources on campus, such as funding and public space. Meanwhile, the administrative level

can restrict its activities and even cancel it in special situations.

1.2.1. Chinese Higher Education Context

As shown above, Chinese higher education is the foundational context for China campus

environmental clubs. Below I further present a synthesis of published works, supplemented by

my personal narratives, to present six aspects of the relationships between the clubs and

Chinese higher education. The first two, Origins and Legitimacy, touch on the relation of

campus environmental clubs to higher education; the middle two, Personnel And Structure and

Activities, provide glimpses of club life in higher education; and the last two, Problems and

Opportunities, briefly summarize higher education perspectives on the clubs.
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Environmental Club Origins

According to published works (Lu, 2003; Wang & Wang eds., 2012), the first

contemporary student environmental club in China dates back to the 1960s. However, it was

only in the early 1990s when those clubs, which were more often named "association (协会

xiehui)" or "group (小组 xiaozu)", started to have a more salient environmental protection

mission rather than a focus on professional study.

In the first half of the 1990s, most student environmental clubs that were established by

the university administration or faculties of environmental schools or departments were

serving as an extracurricular complement for academic and professional development.

Straight-A students were appointed as student leaders. The clubs’ activities were confined to

the professional environmental community on campus, such as paper competitions, scientific

lectures, and professional field trips. Since the mid 1990s, there have been more student-

initiated environmental clubs and activities, such as public awareness campaigns that are less

academic and professional, have become more common. This change coincided with the

launching of the Chinese environmental movement, which I cover below.

Environmental Club Legitimacy

In China, any legal student group must observe the national and local laws, rules and

regulations, follow the college’s directions, and be subject to the college's management (Gao

at al., 2008; Ma et al., 2018, 39). In 2002, the China Communist Youth League (a mass

organization of advanced young people under the leadership of the CPC) explicitly included

student clubs, via its umbrella, Club Unions, as an equally important focus as that of Student

Unions (Ma et al., 2018, 2). Higher education seems to have a strong sense of "ownership"

towards student groups (Gao et al., 2008, 123), and universities conduct ideological and

political education via the clubs ( Ma et al., 2018). In addition, the college administration can
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restrict or even cancel any club’s activities. Thus it can be concluded that the legitimacy of

student groups, including environmental clubs, is rooted in the higher education system.

Environmental Club Personnel and Structure

Lu (2003) reported in 2003 that most campus environmental clubs had 20 to 100

members. Since there are no available data about the present situation, based on my own

experience, the largest club could have up to 350 members, while the smallest clubs’

membership is based on the college’s minimum requirement. Generally, for campus clubs in

China, almost all members are undergraduate students; only a very small proportion are

graduate students, unless the club is specifically for graduate schools, such as a highly

professional or technical club. The percentages of students in each class normally decreases

from first to fourth year undergraduates. In addition to student members, clubs include

relevant faculty and/or staff, the number of which varies by the scale and the type of club.

These individuals are often appointed as the club advisors, and typically might be an

environmental professor, or staff from an environmental school. Sometimes the advisor is also

a former club member and now works at the college. The advisors’ role is usually fixed and

includes approving, monitoring and instructing club activities, but the role can be extensive

with engaged advisors. The advisors’ engagement with the club often depends on their

personal passion or interests, and less on external incentives, because their contribution to a

club is not an important part of their university evaluation. As an example of interests, I

personally knew an environmental professor who worked closely with one department of the

environmental club on plant projects.

China campus environmental clubs typically operate in either or a combination of two

organizational structures (Wu, 2012). The first structure is a functional division. The evolution

of those functions over time has rarely been documented, but several typical functional
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departments are almost universal across all clubs. A typical club outreach department (外联部

wailian bu) deals with the relationships with outside people and organizations, looks for joint

activity opportunities and outside-campus funds, and thus helps the club go beyond the limited

activity sources and funding on campus. A typical communication department (宣传部

xuanchuan bu) writes advertisements and newsletters for the club activities and runs the club

social media (e.g., WeChat public account, club QQ account, Weibo). A typical quality

development department (素拓部 sutuo bu) organizes team building activities, the majority of

which are outdoors, in order to enhance solidarity. A typical program department (项目部

xiangmu bu) writes program proposals, applies for small grants from campus or outside the

campus, and operates the program, in the name of the club. This department is relatively more

recent, as student programs have become very popular among Chinese college students.

The second structure is a division to run different independent programs. Although there

is a diversity of programs among China campus environmental clubs, several typical programs

stand out as common for many clubs. A typical birdwatching department (观鸟部 guanniao bu)

focuses on bird relevant activities, especially bird watching, and unites bird lovers on campus.

A typical environmental education department (环教部 huanjiao bu) collaborates with

primary schools, and sometimes middle schools, to bring environmental education lectures

and activities into classrooms. A typical outdoor department (户外部 huwai bu) organizes

outdoor activities such as camping, hiking and short trips, and also manages the club's outdoor

facilities. A typical recycling department (回收利用部 huishouliyong bu) is responsible for

recycling activities on campus, such as the once-per-semester exchange of plastic bottles or

used books for green plants (绿芽兑换 lvya duihuan).

Club Activities
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Campuses are the loci for club activities. Based on Lu's (2003) survey results, more than

half of the club activities were related to environmental education, either on campus or in

surrounding schools. She mentioned a waste reduction activity, where the club redistributed

used items from graduating students to younger students, and this activity, to my knowledge,

is still active today in many clubs. Such regular club activities repeat each year and have been

basically standardized within the club structure, such as fixed dates for implementation and

roles for department collaboration, but there are also more flexible club activities.

One example of an unplanned activity is Joint Actions (联合行动 lianhe xingdong),

which has been popular among campus environmental clubs for many years. The waste

reduction activity of redistributing used items from graduating students to younger students

mentioned above is a typical example. Usually, it is either the club inviting a Joint Action into

campus, or the outside-campus organizations initiating the Joint Action contact the club for

collaboration and the clubs are responsible for campus implementation. For example, in 2006,

environmental clubs took the plastic reduction campaign, which was initiated by a Beijing

environmental NGO, into campus markets and surrounding stores. In 2008, clubs in Anhui

and Lanzhou similarly introduced a chemical reduction campaign to campus, surrounding

schools and nearby malls, in collaboration with a local NGO (Wu, 2012).

Joint Actions have potential to become regular events for the club, especially with

support from other clubs. For example, a paper-use reduction activity called Fruit Card (水果

贺卡 shuiguo heka), which advocated replacing paper greeting cards with fruits, has involved

up to hundreds of clubs each year--the majority of which are environmental clubs--since 2007.

The activity has leveraged the rising internet technology and the expansive coverage of

college clubs. For example, one club receives a "card" order from either its campus or another

campus from the Fruit Card online system, and then it will implement the order by purchasing
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the fruit that is requested to replace the paper greeting card, and delivering it to the target

receiver on its campus. Meanwhile, this club also collects online greeting "card" orders and

sends them to other campuses via the system. What is conveyed through the whole process is

to reduce the waste of paper produced by mailing. Nationwide Fruit Card activities generally

occur in the same month. However, after 2010, its popularity slowed significantly (Baidu

Wiki).

Another common club activity--Investigative Action--is tied to the academic aspect of

higher education. Investigative Actions are also the most frequent form of involvement of club

members with outside organizations. For example, in 2006, seven Chengdu environmental

clubs from different colleges were involved in a joint investigation on urban water pollution at

universities and primary and secondary schools (Yang, 2012). In 2016, a Chinese youth

organization focusing on climate change action released a manual on how to conduct a

Campus Energy Consumption Survey, which included collaboration with several campus

environmental clubs (CYCAN, 2016). There are also club member-initiated Investigative

Actions, but it seems their results are seldom formally communicated and taken seriously (Wu,

2012).

Problems

Based on the current literature, two major problems characterize the current situation of

China campus environmental clubs. The first problem concerns the lack of professional and

social experience of college students, especially students in their first two years, which

undermines the quality of club activities and products (Gao et al., 2008; Lu, 2003; Wu, 2012).

The second problem is club turnover, which results in unsustainability or "instability (不稳定

bu wending)" (Wu, 2012; Lu 2003). For a club, the one-year turnover can pause or even kill

an ongoing plan, project or strategy, due to the loss of original leadership. Even if the new
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leadership is aware of the plan, project or strategy, they may not carry it out as conceived by

the original leadership. As a former national club network leader said, the pattern of most new

clubs was "rise in the first year, flourish in the second year, fall in the third year (一年兴、二

年旺、三年衰)" (Wu, 2012). This means that as a consequence of turnover, the original

passions and goals inevitably fade out over time. Some clubs even eventually disappear.

Therefore, one common suggestion was that third-year students were highly preferred over

second-year students to lead the club (Wu, 2012).

Opportunities

With the goal of building a greener society in China, a number of environmental or

sustainable training courses and education programs have been offered by both formal and

nonformal education institutions and organizations since the 1990s. Such opportunities are

often free of charge and offer certificates, so they are highly sought after by college students.

Many are even specifically targeted at the students in campus environmental clubs. For

example, more than half of the environmental NGOs mentioned in the edited book (Wang &

Wang, 2012) had held workshops, training courses, or education programs for college students

and clubs. When I was an undergraduate in Beijing, on behalf of my club, I also attended

several trainings organized by universities or environmental NGOs multiple times.

Along with opportunities is the expectation that there would be a large long-term impact,

through the nationwide extent of student clubs and the diverse potential in the student

population (Wu, 2012).This is consistent with the hope that Chinese environmental movement

always has had for China campus environmental clubs.
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1.2.2. China’s Environmental Movement Dynamics

China’s environmental activism involves not only the individuals, but also the groups,

networks, and especially the organizations with different degrees of institutionalization and

formalization (Ho, 2001; Ho & Edmonds, 2007). Accordingly, seven types of environmental

NGOs have been recognized for China’s environmental movement, including "registered

NGOs, non-profit enterprises, unregistered voluntary groups, web-based groups, student

environmental associations, university research centres/institutes, and government-organized

NGOs" (Yang, 2005, 50). "Student environmental association" is equivalent to "campus

environmental club" here, but how did they become a type of environmental NGO?

China’s environmental movement is the historical context for China campus

environmental clubs. Below I present a synthesis of published works, supplemented by my

personal narratives, to reveal the main storyline of the role of campus environmental clubs in

China’s environmental movement from the 1990s to the present. I start with the initial

proliferation of campus environmental clubs; then I show four ways in which the clubs are

integral to the development of the environmental movement.

Initial Proliferation

Three factors contributed to the initial proliferation of China campus environmental clubs

in the 1990s and 2000s. The first was the top-down trend of environmental protection. Based

on Wu’s (2009) description, the mid 1990s was a booming period for Chinese environmental

movement, when the state started to prioritize environmental protection both in ideology and

actions. It was a period during which widespread public environmental campaigns and the

rising of environmental groups interactively facilitated each other’s work. Government and

civil society were both actively working toward a common goal. For example, in higher

education, as the Youth League was promoting environmental awareness as a necessary
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quality for college students (Wu, 2009), an active student club committed to environmental

protection took on high value. The second factor was the proximity of college students to

environmentalists groups. In the 1990s, colleges were located around the regions where

environmentalists and groups were energizing the public (Wu, 2009; Wang, et al., 2012), so

there was space for intense and wide-ranging interactions. Especially in their public education

activities and media campaigns (Wu 2009), college students accounted for a large proportion

of participants in environmental advocacy. Campus environmental clubs today still remember

how their establishment was inspired by such interactions (Lu, 2003). The third critical factor

was the relative ease of obtaining legitimacy as a student club (Ho, 2001; Yang, 2005). In the

1990s, the registration procedure for social organizations was very difficult, and without the

backing of an authority, such as a good university, a social organization had very limited

public trust and a constrained access to a range of social resources. However, those issues did

not impact college student clubs. Once a campus environmental club was established, it would

enter the environmental movement to different extents.

Integral Development

Multiple literature agree that the development of China campus environmental clubs has

been integral to China’s environmental movement (Wang, et al., 2012, 414; Lu 2003; Wu,

2009; Yang, 2005). For example, Lu (2003) has divided the development of student

environmental associations into three phases--first steps (1990-1995), reaching out (1996-

1997) and takeoff (1998-2002)--which parallel the environmental movement timeline (Wu,

2009). In addition, a coarse comparison between the number of student environmental

associations and other environmental NGOs (Yang, 2005) shows that, even if the former grew

faster, both have followed a similar growth trend. As mentioned above, early environmental

clubs were mainly academic or profession-based, but since the mid-1990s, there have been

more self-initiated clubs leading public campaigns (Wang, et al., 2012, 416). Below, four
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aspects will explain the close relationship between campus environmental clubs and the

environmental movement in China.

Two Impactful NGOs

Two highlights from the environmental movement had an important impact on the

growing community of China campus environmental clubs after mid-1990s: the founding of

the first Chinese environmental NGO, Friends of Nature (FON) in 1993, and the mobilization

of the first National College Students' Green Camp in 1996. Liang Congjie (founder of FON)

and Tang Xiyang (Green Camp founder and FON member), two important and charismatic

environmental figures, thus became the spiritual leaders among the young environmentalists at

that time (Lu, 2003; Wu, 2009). If FON inspired the clubs grassroots activism and public

engagement, the Green Camps were a key stimulus for young environmentalist networks and

college student leadership. From its first camp in 1996, which successfully conserved an

endangered species and its forest habitat in Yunnan province, the Green Camps have brought

groups of passionate college students from all over China to multiple environmentally

degraded places, until it transformed its focus after 2006 (Zhang. 2012). In addition to

nurturing many famous young environmentalists in China, the Green Camps have practical

followers across provinces, including informally affiliated local camp-organizing groups, and

student clubs and their networks (Zhang. 2012; Wu, 2009).

In 2010, Wu (2012) estimated that at least 43 summer camps were launched by either

campus environmental clubs or NGOs. According to a senior club member, at least 50 camps

were conducted in the summer of 2018, engaging hundreds of clubs. Those camps share

common activities, including environmental investigation, environmental education, nature

experience, environmental communication, bird-watching, and multiple forms of team

building, but emphasize different activities. Those camps are often named after their locations
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or organizers. For example, "Blue Camp" is conducted along the coast, "Yellow River Camp"

nearby the Yellow River is organized by a club in a college having "Huanghe (Yellow River)"

in its name. For a club that is responsible for hosting the camp, a board of experienced club

members is formed first. Then the board takes charge of everything about the camp and must

attend the camp. The recruitment process basically includes an application form and an

interview. Some camps are open for club members regionally or nationwide, while some are

only for members of the host club. The length of a club camp depends on when it is hosted. A

summer camp usually lasts for two weeks, moves between multiple nearby locations, and

charges a participant fee to cover its costs. Other holiday camps, such as "Wuyi (五一, May

1st) camp" on Labor Day holidays and "Shiyi (十一, October 1st) camp" on National Day

holidays, are shorter (from 3-7 days), move less, and charge less.

Even though joining camps is totally voluntary, it is expected that clubs send out their

prospective leaders to the camps, as there are opportunities for them to learn and practice

skills, as well as build connections. It is known that the legacy of the Green Camps has shaped

the way club camps are organized in many aspects. However, given lack of sufficient

documentation and research, it is still a mystery how club camps evolved from the Green

Camps. This study focuses on current-day club camps.

Three Contributions

Campus environmental clubs have made three important contributions to China’s

environmental movement. The first direct contribution is that from environmental clubs on

campuses, regional coalitions and professional networks formed, then local grassroots

organizations were born. For example, the first environmental NGO in Anhui, Green Anhui

(绿满江淮), originated from the local campus club union. A professional environmental NGO

focusing on mangrove in Fujian, China Mangrove Conservation Network (中国红树林保育联
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盟), also grew from local campus environmental clubs (He, 2012). One of the most influential

environmental organizations in Gansu, Green Camel Bell (绿驼铃), was also an initiative of

the local club coalition (Wang, 2012). The second contribution lies in the mass participation of

student volunteers, many of whom are recruited via environmental clubs across campuses, for

the cause of environmental protection. A number of movement-ENGOs have relied heavily on

college volunteers (Yang, 2005). The third contribution is that former committed club

members are now the new generation of decision-makers in a variety of fields, and have

brought their environmental literacy and passion to their life and work (Lu, 2003). These

individuals still often remain active in different club networks.

Club Networks

Chinese environmental groups and campus environmental clubs have worked to build

formal and informal connections, where they share experience, help each other and thus

cooperate on additional collective actions (Wu, 2009). A variety of opportunities have brought

clubs together within and across regions, such as student forums, national and local camps,

and joint activities (Wu, 2012; Lu, 2003). This has led to the formation of regional and

professional networks. Most established club networks operate via an informal club union or a

formal regional/national NGO. Their communications are often in the forms of newsletters,

online forums and face-to-face gatherings. But as connections have become one click away, a

new generation of networks is emerging, with a greater diversity of goals and forms of

operations. In the following chapters, the club networks I cover will be mostly this more

recent online type.

Movement Support

Campus environmental clubs have gained rich support from China’s environmental

movement, ranging from knowledge, legitimacy and resources, to opportunities and
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relationships. There is comprehensive support from Jane Goodall’s Roots & Shoots, Wetland

Messenger of WWF China, and green mapping programs promoted by multiple local

environmental NGOs (e.g., Wu, 2012; Zhang, 2012). For example, if a campus environmental

club becomes or includes a Roots & Shoots group, it can access the training, established

programs, funding, materials, and other opportunities Roots & Shoots offers. Support also

includes recognizing club achievements through awards, or small startup grants (Lu, 2003).

Because support can be costly in terms of money and efforts, some local environmental NGOs

have focused on supporting talented members in the environmental clubs, by offering training

courses, internships and recognizing club experience in job applications (e.g. Wu, 2012; Nie &

Yan, 2012). In addition, former club members offer experiential, emotional, and sometimes

financial support (Wu, 2012). For example, some clubs regularly invite their former club

members to share stories or give trainings. Some clubs even keep a private small foundation,

which is specifically for former members' donations.

This work is an initial effort to sketch out the context of China campus environmental

clubs, as well as an attempt to examine the information in this chapter critically along with the

findings in chapter 4, which presents the features of China campus environmental clubs and

their “lost environmental action”. Prior to that, the cultural context presented in this chapter

informs the development of the next chapter, which is about the theoretical framework of this

study: what is environmental action?
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CHAPTER 2

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

What is environmental action? As a concept often mentioned in western environmental

and social sciences literature, does the “environmental action” in theory also apply to the

specific cultural context of China campus environmental clubs? In this chapter, I start with a

reflection on the connection between the theoretical framework and the perspective of the

studied group (Maxwell, 2012) in the research question. Then, in order to develop a

conceptually consistent, culturally open theoretical framework, I will describe a categorizing

method (similar to coding in qualitative research) used for the literature, which generated three

features of the resulting framework. Last, each feature is respectively explained using the

original literature.

2.1. REFLECTION ON THE RESEARCH QUESTION

What environmental actions are taken by China campus environmental clubs? The

research question came to me when I learned about environmental actions in the US and was

asked about actions in China by Americans. However, I felt uncertain about the concept of

environmental action, when thinking more deeply about the differences between the practices

in China and the US, especially some significant cultural differences. With such an awareness

in mind, I read the relevant literature.

Most relevant literature covers the western perspectives on environmental movements,

such as environmental justice (e.g., Agyeman, 2002), civic engagement (e.g., Schusler et al.,

2009), and democracy (e.g., Gabrielson et al., 2016), and western environmental behaviors

and actions (e.g. Seguin et al., 1998; Stern, 2000; Schusler et al., 2009; Alisat & Reimer,

2015). For example, signing petitions and giving donations in China are not as widely and

frequently practiced as in the West (cf. Yang & Calhoun, 2007). Advocating and organizing
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activities also have different social, cultural and political pathways in China, all of which have

significant implications for the action itself (Zhan & Tang, 2013). As a researcher whose

major theoretical sources have been developed under backgrounds that differ from mine, I had

to be careful about the aspects such as the "ideological components" of those established

approaches (Maxwell, 2012, 52). In other words, it was critical for me to decide which, and

how, Western assumptions or conceptualizations should be used as the theoretical framework

in my research.

I had not realized the nuance about the concept of "environmental action" in China until

the pilot project (see chapter 3), where I found that the literal translation of "environmental

action" and what it often refers to in English literature were not commonly shared by the

members of China campus environmental clubs. For example, in the interviews of that pilot

project, Chinese club members responses to my questions asking about "environmental

action" all appeared to be based on their understanding of "environmental activities", which

made it hard to move forward insisting on a focus on "environmental action". However, I

noticed that, among their descriptions of, for instance, "doing something for environmental

protection together" or "initiating some activities to address the environmental issue sensed",

there were clues about activity experiences consistent with the concept of "environmental

action". Therefore, the theoretical framework in this study seeks to identify possible practices

demonstrating the concept while being open to the cultural contexts.

2.2. CAPTURING ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION

To develop a conceptually consistent, culturally open theoretical framework, I used a

categorizing method based on the literature. First, I purposefully navigated through the

different definitions, descriptions and examples about environmental action in the relevant

literature (cited below) and generated a list of keywords that I perceived could describe an
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environmental action. Then, I categorized them into conceptual groups as "primary category"

by identifying the similarities between different keywords (Table 1,2,3). Next, I compared

each group and merged similar concepts, such as "why act (together)" or "how act (together)",

into a conceptually broader group as "feature". Three meaningful features emerged from

syntheses of the articulations of environmental action in Western literature--environmentally-

driven, deliberate, and collective—which define my theoretical framework. I will explain each

feature below.

Table 1. Environmentally-driven feature: Keywords and primary categories

keywords Concerns:
- Environmental
damage/pollution
- Risk concerns
- Space limitation,
such as loss of
nature/green areas
- Future
generation concerns
- Local
environmental
issues
- Climate change
- Targeting causes

Individual characteristics:
- Affection for
nature
- Environmental
knowledge
- Environmental
activist
- Environmental
non-governmental
group membership
- Citizenship

Direct environmental change:
- Ecological restoration
- Conservation goals
- Landscape
improvement
- Reduction of
pollutions
- Indirect
environmental change:
- Lifestyle change
- Policy change
- Business
transformation
- Multi-stakeholder
solutions
- Societal changes

Primary
category

Environmental concern
(why act)

Individuals having
environmental
characteristics (why act)

Intended environmental impact
(why act)

Table 2. Deliberate feature: Keywords and primary categories

Keywords Individual engagement:
- Efficacy
- Intentionality
- Consciousness
- Voluntary
- Commitment/passion/devotion
- Action skills and knowledge

The deliberate process:
- Strategic/systematic thinking
- Plan/steps
- Decision making
- Reflection
- Collaboration
- Citizenship

Primary
category

Complex individual engagement (how act) The deliberate process (how act)
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Table 3. Collective feature: Keywords and primary categories

2.2.1. Environmentally-driven feature of Environmental Action

Environmental activities targeting an environmental issue could be considered as an

environmental action (Jensen & Schnack, 1997; Schusler et al., 2009). In other words, the

definition of environmental action requires an environmental drive or motivation in the actor

("do it for the environment"), and an intended environmental impact of the action ("to make

changes to the environment").

There are two major themes about what forms the environmental drive in the actor, that is,

environmental concern and environmental personality. First, people may take environmental

action to respond to their environmental concerns (Chan, 2009; Seguin et al., 1998), while the

link between environmental concerns and action would be mediated by cultural variability

(Eom et al., 2016). Second, researchers point out that environmental action serves as a context

for the shaping and expression of environmental identity (Stapleton, 2015; Kiesling &

Manning, 2010) and generativity (Matsuba et al., 2012), both of which have positive

relationships with environmentalism (Urien and Kilbourne, 2011; Chan, 2009; Warburton and

Gooch, 2007; Matsuba et al., 2012; Whitmarsh & O'Neill, 2010).

Keywords The collective concerns:
- Future generation concerns
- Local environmental issues
- Climate change

The collective outcomes:
- Community improvement/well-being
- Environment for the future generation
- Citizenship development

The collective format:
- Gathering events
- Group projects
- Environmental non-governmental

groups
- Civic/political engagement

The collective engagement:
- Collaboration
- Group support
- Group efficacy
- Social relationships

Primary
category

Collective goals (why act together) Collective process (how act together)
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The intended environmental impact of the action is shaped by the actors’ motivations.

For example, activists intend to restore the local stream ecosystem because of their concern

about the health risk from local water pollution. The students intend to make more people

aware of climate change, because they do not want themselves or their kids to have an

environmentally miserable life. Those positive environmental impacts of environmental

actions are crucial to address the modern environmental crisis (Stern, 2000; Alisat & Riemer,

2015). However, as actions may make changes directly to the environment or indirectly such

as by first influencing people (Jensen & Schnack, 1997), it is seldom an easy task to fully

assess the impact of the environmental actions. In addition, the positive impact may be an

intended or unintended outcome. For example, if the conservation action to save species A

saves another species B, but the actors only knew it after the action, then this action to save A

should not be considered as an action to save B. Therefore, I argue that it is the intended

environmental impact, not the resulting impact, that conceptualizes environmental action.

2.2.2. Deliberate Feature of Environmental Action

Environmental action is a type of environmental behavior in which the actor decides what

action to take and how to do it (Alisat & Riemer, 2015; Emmons,1997; Jensen & Schnack,

1997; Schusler et al., 2009). It may take greater involvement, determination, and motivation

and a stronger environmental attitude relative to lifestyle or more prescribed environmental

behaviors (Sequin et al., 1998). Wakefield et al. (2006) also proposed a set of individual,

exposure, social network, and community characteristics that interact to influence the actor’s

predisposition and capacity to take environmental action. The actor’s autonomy or

"intentionality" may vary, even among people within the same cause (Schusler et al., 2009). In

other words, an individual’s willingness and choices influence the degree to which the

volunteering process is deliberate (Liarakou et al., 2011), which may in turn impact the level
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of engagement from low-level participation to highly involved leadership (Alisat & Riemer,

2015).

Environmental action involves the deliberate actor in a complex way, as Chan (2009)

wrote, "people are more likely to act on behalf of nature when they have some affinity with it,

when they recognize an environmental problem and feel it is within their locus of control and

personal capability to address it, when they have knowledge of and access to strategies for

addressing environmental issues, and when it is consistent with their worldview and

community membership to take particular courses of action." (p.32) Therefore, being

deliberate characterizes the planning, decision making, and other complex engagement related

to the processes and consequences of environmental actions, as well as the action itself.

So far, what has been discussed about environmentally-driven and deliberate reflects the

micro perspective of individuals. The third feature, collective, moves beyond individuals to

groups.

2.2.3. Collective Feature of Environmental Action

Collective environmental actions are environmentally-driven and deliberate, but

implemented by collective efforts and have collective outcomes. With their intended impact

on the societal-level, collective environmental actions, such as political engagement or

business transformation, have been considered as a key to addressing today's environmental

crisis by working at different scales (Chawla & Cushing, 2007; Alisat & Riemer, 2015). The

groups associated with collective environmental actions include environmental organizations,

community groups, and student clubs, and they in turn may play an critical role in members’

individual environmental actions (Seguin et al., 1998; Chawla & Cushing, 2007).

Further, a collective action is not a simple aggregation of individual actions. It contains

the collective forms based on the relations among individuals, and the processes of collective
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efforts where the individual participants interact. When an individual has to deliberate on the

situation both for himself and for the group, the relationship between members and their group

becomes nuanced. For example, in Lubell (2002)'s environmental activism model, members'

doubts about their personal effect on expected collective outcomes could override the

collective benefits in influencing the members' decision to take action. The relations among

members and their interactions during environmental actions also influence the development

of more active members and building a stronger group (Tindall et al., 2003; Chawla &

Cushing, 2007). Therefore, being collective characterizes the collective forms, the processes

of collective efforts, and the expected collective outcomes for environmental action.
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CHAPTER 3

3METHODS

In this chapter, I will explain why I chose qualitative methods for my research topic, and

then describe in detail the three stages of the research methods: the pilot project, data

collection, and data analysis.

3.1. WHY QUALITATIVE METHODS

I chose qualitative methods for three reasons: my pathway to the present research

question, my roles with China campus environmental clubs, and my philosophical stance for

this study.

3.1.1. Pathway to Research Topic

Before arriving at the initial research question, I had been hesitant to do research on

campus environmental clubs. There were two major barriers. First, my club experience before

entering graduate school left me with an impression that those clubs were not considered so

important in the big environmental cause, so I was not confident about what specific

environmental contribution I could make on this topic. Second, there was little literature

specifically focusing on campus environmental clubs. Research, mostly based in the western

context, often has an emphasis on the choice of individuals.

A preliminary question was: are campus environmental clubs across cultures similar?

Trying to solve this question about clubs across cultures, I attempted to join an environmental

club at Cornell University and immediately found meaningful differences. For example, I was

not asked for any information to join and there was no serious interview or registration

processes, as is necessary for most China campus environmental clubs. In the few meetings I

participated in, it was hard for me to understand their collaboration style and to engage with
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the organizing process. I felt like a outsider for the campus environmental club at Cornell

University. When I decided to opt out of the Cornell club after a month, it was also as easy as

joining it. From this experience, I realized why individuals were the focus of western

researchers. Such a comparison has also made me recognize the unique context of China

campus environmental clubs and my related experiential knowledge, which has emphasized

the collective.

Hence, another question was, if my study were not to focus on individuals, what might

link individuals and clubs? I observed that the language used by the Cornell club as well as in

some environmental seminars at the Department of Natural Resources included

"environmental action" frequently. It inspired me that the collective action may create

meaning of the club for members, so I asked myself, "what environmental actions are taken by

China campus environmental clubs?" However, there had been considerable ambiguity about

"environmental action" in my brain. I was not able to describe the specific environmental

actions of China campus environmental clubs, such as who was involved and how they were

involved.

Therefore, I intended to re-visit my experiences thoroughly and rebuild my ability with

China campus environmental clubs (my personal goal). I also aspired to understand

environmental actions in China campus environmental clubs to fill up the current literature

gap dominated by individual focus (my intellectual goal). This pathway towards the research

topic and my related goals, determined that the subsequent study should be exploratory, so

qualitative methods were employed.

3.1.2. Roles with China Campus Environmental Clubs

In my club experience, besides being a senior club member, I have also been a club

activist who promotes club networking and capacity building and mentors members of other
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clubs. Through my work in recent years, I have been a key role in multiple club networks and

long-term positive relationships with certain club members, which put me at an advantage in

collecting in-depth data. Meanwhile, the strong insider knowledge could also help me make

effective decisions in steps such as sampling and field selection to optimize qualitative data

collection. Further, I am not a club member anymore and have no interests from the side of

Chinese higher education or the environmental movement (presented in chapter 1), so I can

easily approach China campus environmental clubs to identify and add their unique voices to

the broader dialogue about the environmental action of Chinese college students. By

emphasizing the perspectives of the target group, qualitative methods fit my roles in this study.

3.1.3. Philosophical Stance

My philosophical stance is a contextualized combination of naturalism, critical realism,

and social constructivism based on my goals and roles in this study. Each component

complements one another, in a way that has been weaved into the realization of this work.

First, naturalism is consistent with my attitude of "respect" and "appreciation" toward the

social world (Atkinson, 2007), in my case the world of this specific community of China

campus environmental clubs. In practice, the process I used to develop the research topic was

a naturalistic exploration, and it is still ongoing, regardless of the completion of this thesis.

The primary data collection in this research was conducted in naturalistic settings and,

importantly, my insider-outsider role has been a significant factor in implementing the

naturalistic approach.

Second, as discussed in chapter 1, Chinese higher education and the Chinese

environmental movement are not only two complementary lenses to view China campus

environmental clubs, but also shape the clubs in multiple aspects. Critical realism understands

the social world via multidirectional causal tendencies among the experiences/observed events,
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the flow of events and the deep structures (Carolan, 2005). In this research, Chinese higher

education and the environmental movement are considered as such two deep structures where

the activities in China campus environmental clubs emerge and are rooted. Hence, the

knowledge pursuit was to explore the relationship between structure and agency (Savin &

Major, 2012), with the approach of identifying the features of China campus environmental

clubs, and describing the flow of events around their "lost environmental actions" that emerge

within the structures.

Third, the relations and interactions among club members and between members and

myself have constituted a significant portion of my observation and participation in the field.

The idea of "lost environmental actions" was constructed from these interactions, which were

also the data I drew on to define features of the clubs. Therefore, I have also taken a social

constructivist approach (Savin & Major, 2012), to identify the experiences, the events, and

their flow for critical realist interpretations.

3.2. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Qualitative research emphasizes the quality concern from the researchers’ perspective

and on behalf of the studied group. Therefore, qualitative research mostly has a "their

perspective" orientation, such as "how participants make sense of" (Maxwell, 2012, 81), and

"the reality of 'realities' for their participants" (Savin & Major, 2012, 13). In addition, it

refuses the disinterested attitude of dominating by predetermination (Maxwell, 2012) and

imposition (Maxwell, 2012). As commonly acknowledged, qualitative research has formed its

own system that is highly distinguishable from quantitative research. Qualitative research is

characterized by its naturalistic approach, multiple and creative methods, and reliance on

humanistic interpretation, and qualitative researchers share a holistic perspective, systematic

reflection, contextual sensitivity, and complex reasoning (Marshall & Rossman, 2014).
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Qualitative data collection encompasses "looking, asking, noting, describing, listening

and interpreting aggregate data from multiple sources", which include interview transcripts,

notes, documents and personal reflections (Savin & Major, 2012, 14). However, such multiple

methods are not arbitrary, but depend on researchers' understanding of their research and data,

whether for developing or testing theories (Maxwell, 2012). Specially, such understanding is

developmental in an inductive process that is accompanied by analysis and interpretation

throughout (Savin & Major, 2012).

As Maxwell (2012) noted, "the strengths of qualitative research derive significantly from

this process orientation toward the world, and the inductive approach, focus on specific

situations or people and emphasis on descriptions" (p.30). With remarkable strengths in

understanding the meaning, the particular contexts, the processes and identifying

unanticipated phenomena, and developing causal explanations, qualitative research can fulfill

the goal of accommodating the understanding of both the researchers and the research targets,

improve existing practices, and engage action, participation and collaboration (Maxwell,

2012).

3.2.1. Ethnographic Method And Fieldwork

Ethnography has been particularly effective in presenting a day-to-day picture of a

specific group or developing understanding about a larger issue (Savin & Major, 2012).

Features defining ethnography include long-term data collection, natural settings, participant

observation, data from multiple sources and types, an emphasis on meanings, and a holistic

view (Hammersley, 2018). Generally, ethnography aims at a presentation of findings from the

group members' points of view via a process of in-depth and unstructured data collection in a

purposeful selected sample (Savin & Major, 2012).
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Ethnographers employ field observation to gain a firsthand view, a fresh perspective, or

data that might be hard to reach via discussions (Merriam & Grenier, 2019; Savin & Major,

2012). Participant observation, which is a common method, makes it possible for the

researcher to confirm the plausibility of research findings (Savin & Major, 2012). Immersion,

as a core practice for doing ethnography, places the researcher inside the group, so that the

researcher can experience with the group members meaningful happenings (Emerson et al.,

2011).

3.2.2. Positionality and Reflexivity

For qualitative research, "validity is the result of integrity" (Maxwell 2012, 137). The

matter of integrity is expressed via the reflexivity and positionality embedded in the research.

Positionality is critical for credible qualitative research. It legitimizes the place of the

researcher in her own research and justifies her relations to the subject, participants, research

context and process (Savin & Major, 2012). Positionality generally concerns two sources. The

first is a researcher's personal stance, which is derived from personal beliefs and views about

the world, while the second, bias, refers to those thoughts the researcher has explicitly or

implicitly and that influence her ability to consider other perspectives about the situation

(p.70). Both may impact the researcher's effect on the research topic, the research context and

process, and the participants (p.75). The typical researcher's effect is termed "reactivity",

which refers to how other people change the way they talk and behave as a reaction to the

researcher's presence (Emerson, 2011). Rather than undermining the power of qualitative

research, if well addressed, reactivity actually becomes a source to understand the research

subjects when researchers develop sensitive perceptions towards the reactions and

relationships embedded in the research (Atkinson, 2007; Emerson, 2011).
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Foundational to positionality is reflexivity, which refers to the process the researcher uses

to prevent undesired effects of positionality, typically involving reflexive journaling and

positionality statements (Savin & Major, 2012). Reactivity also contributes to reflexivity.

The insider and outsider role is an important topic when considering positionality.

According to Cui (2015), who reflected on her role as a Chinese researcher from a foreign

institute in her Chinese fieldwork, the concept of "insider" to Chinese is specifically related to

identifiable fixed identities, familiarity, similar life experiences, and pre-existing relationships,

and this concept is significant in a Chinese context. She also mentions the culturally

meaningful "face value" in Chinese interactions, which were embedded in her research. For

example, "the key principle guiding their answering is 'not to damage their own face (mian zi),

not to damage the researcher's face (mian zi)''" (p.366). Since the influence of the insider-

outsider role is not absolute, it is important to be aware of changing research identities,

dynamic research relationships, and their impacts, especially on sampling and data collection

(Cui, 2015).

3.2.3. Reflection on Positionality

I reflected on my positionality and its influence on this study in two aspects: my

personality and insider-outsider role.

Personality

Generally, I appear to others as an outgoing, enthusiastic person and this image almost

never changes. More recently, people around me (both female and male, mostly my peers, i.e.,

aged 18 to 30) have commented that I am easy to get along with, optimistic and reliable.

However, I know myself occasionally being too expressive and assertive if I am in a relatively

superior position, and my degree of interaction with people varies according to my personal

preferences. For example, I would unconsciously or consciously decrease my interaction with
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someone after an uncomfortable experience. Therefore, my personality has been both an

advantage and disadvantage for me in fieldwork. Fortunately, the majority of people I

interacted with in research reacted positively to my personality, so I was able to keep rapport

with my research groups overall. In addition, as I was aware of my presence in the group; on

some occasions I successfully held myself back to hear more from others. Even if there were

moments where I dominated, I would reflect on why and how others reacted to me, hoping

these reflections might become a valuable source of insights.

I perceive my family as lower middle class, since we are based in a small town not a big

city, but we are middle class locally. Because of the special nature of my hometown, my

lifestyle is also neither fully rural nor fully urban, but I am somewhat familiar with both

lifestyles related to prior experience living with my paternal relatives in the countryside and

maternal relatives in the city. I used to think of this as a privilege, that I could feel comfortable

interacting with people of diverse backgrounds, and might share similar experiences. However,

what I learnt from my fieldwork is that the diversity of club members’ backgrounds is

unexpectedly high, at least for me. I trembled when trying to establish deep relationships with

certain individuals in my research, since it was hard for me to understand and interact with

them personally, perhaps due to my background and experience. But, I also found that, for

most of them, I could focus our interaction on what we had in common at the moment, such as

the specifics about club camp, the club life, or schoolwork. Hence, there always remained

some distance between me and the people from the research group, thus leading me to take the

"socially close, but experientially separate, stance" (Emerson etc., 2011, 43).

Two facts concerning my personality also deserve mentioning here. First, I support

environmentalism, which is usually a known fact among people who know me, but this only

started when I became a campus environmental member in my freshman year and became
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more central to my identity when I was a sophomore. I considered myself as an environmental

activist (act for the environment) when I was an undergraduate, but since my senior year till

now, I have been more a club activist (act for the campus environmental club). Such a shifting

orientation has shaped my social network dynamics and public opinions. For example, the

number of club members who are my social media friends has increased much faster than that

of other populations. I also noticed that younger club members often become somewhat

nervous when I ask about environmental topics; to them, I look like a serious, senior

environmentalist. So, they are more likely to chat with me about environmental solutions, my

environmental experience, and career development, because they consider me credible.

During my field work, I even felt that club members considered my domination over

conversations as reasonable and desirable. Since this point might influence what I was able to

hear from them, I have been aware of collecting multiple sources of information, especially

those without my presence or a similar presence like me, such as the online discussion records

(see Methods below).

Another known fact about me is that I am a good student, because I went to a very good

university for my undergraduate studies in China and then one of the top ivy league

universities in the US. In China, good students are respectful and even have certain privileges,

since they are considered as positive models, somebody to follow or adore. I know there are

people who easily accept, trust, or help me because I am a good student, especially parents and

teachers. However, among peers, I feel this may not be a big issue, as the sense of being a peer

is more salient. While interacting with club members in the field, I seldom mentioned my

schools; mostly just which year and what major would be enough information about my

education background. But during a longer engagement, I was aware that my educational

background became more meaningful, especially among remote contacts, which creates

distance, even walls. Consequently, the number of people I interacted with after our field
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experience was quite limited, mostly the several really good friends from the research groups.

The information I gained in this period was mainly existing materials and casual observations

of my peers’ interactions in social media.

Another aspect of being a good student is that most of your networks share your

educational background, especially those from other good universities. This has been very

obvious to me, because the Beijing clubs I used to work together, and the two clubs where I

did my field work were all based in good universities, which are termed as the First Tier (一本

yiben) in China’s context. I also know big campus environmental clubs in some Second Tier

(二本 erben) colleges, whereas from my perception, access to the former was relatively easier

due to our similar educational background. This part of my personality has surely limited the

scope of my research.

Insider-outsider Role

My insider and outsider role in research was definitely not absolute and fixed. It has

shifted, blended, or even been created in situations of different complexities, as I interacted

with different people from my research group over time, as I changed my way of participation,

and as I made decisions about showing different aspects of myself. Specifically in the

fieldwork, I was an active participant observer in the Yunnan camp, acting more as an insider,

while as a passive participant observer in the Zhejiang camp, I was more of an outsider (about

the Yunnan and Zhejiang camp, see Methods below).

To begin with, my most salient identities for both camps are as a former club member

from a Beijing University, a current graduate student from a US university, and a club activist

who leads several multiple campus club networks. Being a senior or former member in the

community of campus environmental clubs is an advantage; we have a specific title, "the

elders (老人, laoren)", meaning the former contribution makers, from whom the new members
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are supposed to learn. No matter how many generations ago you were a club member, as "the

elder" you are respected and trusted by the community. This was precisely how I was treated

by the club members most of the time. However, once "retired" from the club, "the elders" are

essentially not an insider any more. Because the power has been shifted to the new generation,

it is a promise that "the elders" mostly only advise and assist. But it was different during the

camps, because each camp member was an insider and must be treated equally, for the spirit

of collectivism as tradition. This is the first contextualized aspect of my insider-outsider role

in research.

The second aspect of the insider-outsider role dynamics manifested differently in the two

camps. For the Zhejiang camp, I was totally an outsider at the beginning, because all members

were from the same club, had known each other for at least one semester, and prepared the

camp schedule together. I was the only stranger, though I met their leader once in June. They

had prep meetings where I never knew what was happening, and before the camp, I basically

had no idea about the camp specifics. However, when I joined them on the first day, the

insider role was created. And as they became familiar with me, the insider role was enhanced.

The leader put me into their task groups (although my tasks were minimal), and connected me

to others in group activities. The insider role helped me to see what was going on during the

camp more clearly and to understand other members’ roles. However, such an illuminating

position only existed during the camp. Consequently, my data collection from the Zhejiang

camp was thinner than that from the Yunnan camp.

For the Yunnan camp, the fact that I did not go through the recruitment process as other

members did, and that I am also the last member joining the QQ (social media) group, did not

influence much my insider role at the very start. This may have been because I was not the

only stranger. The QQ group had had daily socializing activities since it was created in early
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June (the camp started in mid-July). However, as my differences from the other insiders stood

out over time during the camp, my role started to appear blended. For example, in both camps,

I was free of worrying about undergraduate credits and schoolwork and no longer sharing

campus life with club members, which often excluded me from their casual conversations. In

Yunnan camp, there was also a daily evening activity for us to share life experience; the rule

was that you should listen heartily, could ask respectful questions, but must "forget"

everything the next morning, so the sharer could be as honest as possible. As a participant, I

also had a chance to share my life experience. Because most members had just started their

college life, the stories mainly focused on their pre-college life experience. However, for me,

the bulk was about my "extraordinary" college experience. I was not sure how my stories

sounded different to them, but after listening to most of their life experiences, I was shocked

by the contrast about how "simple" my pre-college stories were, and how "care-free", and how

"lucky" I had always been (my real thoughts of the moment, from my memo after that

activity). It was then I realized how difficult it would be for me to empathize with everybody

there, especially those who had a much more complicated life experience. Such personal

thoughts not only made me feel like an outsider, but also influenced my later interactions and

focused observations in the field, as well as illuminated my research goals. The outsider role is

one of the reasons why I refrained from centering on the individuals involved in this work.

In addition, the spirit of collectivism during the Yunnan camp tested my role of being an

insider-outsider. One classic camp rule was that each member was forbidden to eat by herself

or himself, and buying food was not allowed; infractions of these rules would result in very

serious punishment. However, I was personally very unsupportive of that rule, and it indeed

made me suffer. Therefore, I united with two other camp members, who were my best friends

during the camp, to secretly buy food for us. I remember that, at that time, I was explicitly

mentioning my "senior" protective--outsider--role. And several days later, probably due to a
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slip of the tongue, one camp organizer told me that he knew of our deviant behavior, but they

chose to ignore it, which I attributed to my nuanced role. However, that talk between two of us

was an informative highlight for my field work. This is how tricky being an insider-outsider

was in real field work.

The third aspect concerns the depth of my insider role, which highly depends on the

degree of my personal relationships with the specific members of my research group. For

example, the camp organizer with whom I had an intensive talk during the Yunnan camp

played an important role in enhancing my insider role. He not only brought my opinions about

the camp to all members during meetings, but also actively discussed camps and clubs with

me. We became good friends and even partners in organizing an online camp. Including him,

those who had a better personal relationship with me all appear to have supported, engaged

with, and been willing to share with me. Further, these relationships enabled other

opportunities. For example, one camp member invited me to share about my experience and

research in an online discussion activity he hosted in a very large club network QQ group of

over 1000 club members. I was also able to join more QQ groups by the invitations from those

who were happy to introduce me, which was a sign of our relationship. Such depth of my

insider role has extremely enriched my research data.

3.3. METHODS

The methods for this research have three components: a pilot project, data collection, and

data analysis.

3.3.1. Pilot Project

I designed and carried out a pilot study in March and April, 2019, in order to investigate

what environmental actions were taken by the clubs and then analyze the shaping factors for

these actions. The leading interview question was: what environmental actions do your club
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initiate, organize or participate in? I conducted three online focus groups with three different

campus environmental clubs and four online one-on-one interviews with four relevant

informants. The three clubs were selected based on my recent and frequent interactions with

them.

However, two major issues arose, according to which I also made two adjustments. The

first issue is the communication of environmental action in clubs’ contexts. The direct use of

the word did not work for most questions I asked the participants, as mentioned in chapter 2,

so I decided to revisit the research questions and theoretical framework. In order to understand

the context of China campus environmental clubs before focusing on their environmental

actions, I added a secondary research question: What features describe the context of China

campus environmental clubs? The question of “what environmental actions are taken by China

campus environmental clubs” thus became the primary research question. Meanwhile, the

context was also considered as part of the theoretical framework, which, as mentioned in

chapter 2, thus intends to capture, not simply define environmental action. The second issue is

the influence of my insider-outsider role as well as the relationships among participants on

research activities. During the interviews, I was prone to get emotionally engaged by the

topics and dominate the conversations. This could be attributed to the influence of my insider-

outsider role, which I had not yet realized. In addition, I noticed the close relationships among

focus group participants and interviewees with the club presidents, which might have made

some focus group participants appear conservative on certain topics. I got a sense based on my

past experience that what I heard from them was to some degree very limited. Finally, some

participants had fewer than two years club experience, and were not able to engage deeply in

the discussion, and even brought distortions of different degrees. Therefore, from the pilot

study, I learnt that the methods of focus groups and interviews might not be the most effective

means for me to gather the data I needed (Maxwell, 2012, 100). It further helped me to reflect
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on my positionality and identity, which led to my decision to use ethnographic methods. It

turned out that conducting fieldwork was not only a more feasible alternative, but also

effectively challenged the dangerously misleading preconceptions that I was bringing to the

research (cf. Atkinson, 2007).

3.3.2. Data Collection

I collected data from multiple sources in two major settings. The first setting (primary

data) is specific, that is, the summer camps organized by campus environmental clubs, and I

employed an ethnographic method in the form of participant observation. The second setting

(secondary data) is relatively general, that is, the several active online cub networks that I was

involved in on a daily basis, where I accessed a number of relevant materials for my research

use.

Before a more detailed description of my participant observation in the field, I would like

to discuss my decisions of site selection, which has shaped my subsequent participant

observation and material collection.

Site Selection

Summer club camps and semester activities are both organized by the clubs themselves.

In Table 4, I compare the acclivities in a typical summer club camp with the semester ones.

Despite the differences concerning processes and places, the forms, the required knowledge

and skills of camp and semester activities are basically the same. For camp members, even if

some of them are from different clubs, such a two-week camp is like a temporary

environmental club that they share a similar common identity as in a club. During the camps, I

am able to interact with club members, observe their interactions and actions, and participate

in their activities almost as usual, yet in a more intense way. Therefore, given the limited time

for fieldwork in this study and my prior experience, summer club camps are an ideal
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alternative to the full-semester/year fieldwork in clubs. Choosing summer club camps as field

sites is a contextualized decision.

Two Clubs

I used my past experience with campus environmental clubs and the existing literature to

inform my selections. I consulted my club contacts for their summer camp experiences and

noted frequently mentioned clubs. Then I considered the most possible "productive

relationships" between me and the host clubs of those camps (Maxwell, 2012, 99), such as the

efficiency of building rapport and the quality of potential data. In the end, I selected two clubs.

Table 4. Comparison between summer club camp activities and semester activities

Activities Summer club camp Semester

Environmental investigation Formal and product-oriented
such as reports

Not frequent and usually
informal

Environmental education Intense in several days; mostly
informal activities because
students are in vacation as well

Regular and formal, usually
during the after-school time of
the school each week

Nature experience Almost the same

Environmental communication Relatively short, intense
planning process outside the
campus; registration process
with local stakeholders.

Long planning and registration
process on campus

Bird-watching Mostly new places Mostly familiar places

Team building Almost the same

Green Origin Association of Zhejiang University (浙江大学学生绿之源协会). Founded

in 1999, Green Origin Association has developed into one of the biggest student clubs of

Zhejiang University and maintained the top five-star rating for many years. Its second

president, Xinhao, was an environmental hero in that he used to cycle around the whole

province for 36 days advocating environmental protection and founded a local environmental

NGO, Green Zhejiang. With about 185 members, the club has an organizational structure
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consisting of an executive board, four functional departments, and four program-based

departments. In the summer of 2019, Green Origin Association launched seven camps,

including three Green Camps (hosted by the club), a Waterkeeper Camp (hosted by its

Waterkeeper Department), an Environmental Education Camp (hosted by its Environmental

Education Department), a Nature Camp (hosted by its Nature Department) and a Bird-

watching Camp (hosted by its Bird-watching Department). The Green Camps was only open

to Zhejiang University students, whereas the other camps were open to students outside

Zhejiang University to different degrees. Because the Waterkeeper Camp was the club’s first

camp, it was only for Green Origin Association members.

Huanqing Environmental Club of Yunnan University (云南大学唤青社). Founded in

1997, Huanqing Environmental Club is the biggest student club of Yunnan University and has

about 200 members. The club has an organizational structure consisting of an executive board,

six functional departments, and four program-based departments, advised by a board of senior

club members. Huanqing hosts one of the oldest summer club camps in China, Yunnan Green

Camp, and in 2019, it was already its seventeenth year. It is open to environmental clubs

members nationwide, in the name of Yunnan Green Camp for College Students. For summer,

it was the only Yunnan environmental club camp; in winter, the club also hosted Bird-

watching Camp and Nature Camp.

Two Camps

I participated in two camps hosted by each club in the summer of 2019 (Table 5). The

Green Camp of Huanqing Environmental Club was considered a typical, classic summer camp,

not only because it had such a reputation among the community of China campus

environmental clubs, but also because Yunnan was where the very First Green Camp was held.

The reason I chose the Waterkeeper Camp was that it would be a meaningful comparison,
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since the start-up year should be a key opportunity to understand the contemporary context for

club camps, and it could also be seen as an extreme case relative to the first one.

I contacted each club between March and April and successfully gained permission to

participate in any of their camps. Because I personally had very good relationships with the

president of Green Origin Association, my requests were almost accepted immediately,

whereas it took a while for Huanqing to accept me, partly due to our relatively new

relationship. Later, I also realized another reason that, for them, the tradition of their Green

Camps was something sacred, so including me raised difficult issues.

Table 5. Two summer camp as field sites

Camp (year) Green Camp (17th year) Waterkeeper Camp (1st year)
Host club Huanqing Environmental Club Green Origin Association
Field work period 7/11-7/25, 15 days 7/27-8/4, 9 days
Camp participants 23 camp participants from 11

clubs in different universities
11 camp members from Green
Origin Association

Location (s) Yunnan Province: Kunming,
Lashi County, Lijiang

Zhejiang Province: Kaihua

Camp theme Wetland Protection Five Water Treatment (五水共治,
wushui gongzhi, a local
environmental policy of Zhejiang
University)

Funding source (s) WWFWetland Ambassador
Action and camp fee collected
from participants.

Camp fee

Green Camp. The recruitment process for the Green Camp started with a message

distributed across club social network groups, including QQ and WeChat, which briefly

described the theme, time and locations of the camp, and a QQ group number for anyone

interested in joining. In the QQ group, Huanqing and the camp board members introduced the

specifics, answered questions, and established relationships with prospective participants;

applicants filled out the form and waited for an interview message. About 30 students applied
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from different clubs. Their selection criteria specified, with the exception of Huanqing, at

most one person per club. After the camp board confirmed the final list of 23 participants, I

was added to the camp member QQ group. Before the camp started, camp participants except

for the board were responsible to edit the camp manual, which included Camp Oath, Green

Camp Legacy, Camp Introduction, Camp Safety, Camp Rules, Camp Song, Member Profiles,

Camp Activities, Member Roles, Introductions and Songs of Members’ Clubs, and Camp Plan.

I was not involved in this responsibility, because I was added into the group after they started

this work.

Waterkeeper Camp. According to the department leader, the Waterkeeper Department

was founded in 2018, when the club built a new connection with the Waterkeeper Alliance, an

international NGO. With a focus on water quality and protection, the department’s routine

activities were water testing and water campaigns on campus. It was their first time doing a

summer camp, similarly as other departments, so they deliberately limited participants to the

Green Origin’s members. The leader had participated in the Environmental Education Camp

in the summer of 2018, but this would be her first time to lead a camp. I was added to the

group when they confirmed the final list of 11 participants. Because they were on the same

campus, most of the preparation work had been done in their face-to-face meetings before the

summer break. I was also not involved in the preparation work.

Data Collection

The field data, including observations and camp materials (e.g. documents and texts that

could not be observed), are the primary data for this research. Online discussion records kept

by several online club networks are included as the secondary data, which have considerably

supplemented and enriched the primary data.
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Participant Observation

As mentioned earlier, I was an active observer participant in the Yunnan Green Camp,

while a relatively passive observer participant in the Zhejiang Waterkeeper Camp. The

lifestyle of each camp was a significant factor influencing my participant observation. During

the Green Camp, we lived together in a room that used to be a hotel storage room. We slept

on the floor and cooked and ate together in the front yard of the hotel. We were prohibited

from moving independently and all activities were collective. Moreover, discussions among

members occurred on a daily basis, with topics ranging from camp activities, to club situations,

to personal life experience, among others. By contrast, in the Waterkeeper Camp, two to three

people shared a room in a hotel and I slept in a single room. We ate outside every day in

different restaurants. As long as there was no collective plan, each individual could spend the

time by themselves, e.g., going to markets and nearby parks. Although we had meetings each

evening in the leader`s room, the short discussions focused narrowly on the specifics of

assignments, after which was time for playing games. Therefore, I found limited opportunities

to participate and observe.

In the Green Camp, I was asked not to do voice-recording during meetings, since this

might constrain discussions and camp rules specified electronic-free and full-focus in all

activities and meetings. This posed challenges in keeping real-time notes. Mostly, I jotted on

my camp manual or typed in my phone the key words of happenings and thoughts after

activities and meetings, then tried to make use of spare time to write up more detailed notes.

Sometimes, I also audio recorded myself about what I just experienced and observed. The

audios were then automatically transcribed by the Xunfei Hearing audio-text transcription tool,

and I edited the transcripts as accurately as possible. By contrast, I had plenty of time to write

up notes from the key words from my participation in the Waterkeeper Camp, so I seldom

audio recorded myself.
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I kept reflective memos in both textual and audio forms in both camps. Before importing

the data into the qualitative analysis software, MAXQDA, I moved the transcribed audio

memos into the textual memo files by time order. I wrote memos when I thought of something

relevant or inspired by my participation and observation, such as a connection to a theoretical

point or my former experience, or speculations about the situation. Consistent with my

research questions, focused on activities rather than the camp per se, I focused observations on

the environmental actions.

Field Materials

In the Green Camp, camp members took turns recording daily activities and a summary

of meetings in the camp diaries. After the camp ended, each member, including me, was also

required to write three reflections on his/her personal performance, camp responsibilities, and

camp experience. Then all camp diaries and reflections were assembled and circulated in the

club community, and thus became a significant source of data, complementing my field notes.

In the Waterkeeper Camp, participants took turns, not including me, writing newsletters every

two or three days about the camp activities, which were published in the club’s WeChat public

account.

Online Materials

My insider-outsider role has enabled me to be part of multiple online club networks,

where I found that online discussion activities were popular across those groups. Typically, an

online discussion activity is hosted by the management members of the club network, lasts

one or two hours, and starts with a central topic, a question, or two debate stances, followed by

open discussion until the host officially ends the meeting. Several days prior to the discussion,

an open invitation is circulated among the different groups of clubs. If the discussion turns out

to be very productive, hosts will edit the discussion records into a document, upload it to the
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group and encourage circulation. Some inspiring and high-quality records have been passed

down through years.

I collected more than 86 records in total over the period 2015-2019 from 7 online club

networks (Table 6). After looking through each record, I selected 50 records that had the most

relevance to my research interests and were relatively good quality (e.g. not too short, at least

5 discussion participants) for data analysis, and categorized the records based on their most

salient themes (Appendix A).

Table 6. Group sources where I collected online discussion records

3.3.3. Data Analysis

Because all data in this research are in Chinese, I used Chinese as the major language in

analysis. but referred to English when I felt that an English word better captured the meaning.

Below, for the codes that were originally in Chinese, I attach the Chinese after the English

translation the first time it appears. Those having no Chinese were originally coded in English.

After the whole coding process, I translated all Chinese codes into English and modified the

expressions with the help of native speakers.

Group name Created
(year )

Number of
members at end
of 2019

When and why I joined

Jiangxi Environmental
Education Camp networking
QQ group

2017 500+ Joined in May, 2019 for possible
participation in the Jiangxi
Environmental Education Camp

Jiangxi Camp networking
QQ group

2015 600+ Joined in May, 2019 for possible
participation in the Jiangxi Camp

Yunnan Camp networking
QQ group

2017 250+ Joined in May, 2019 for confirmed
participation in Yunnan Green Camp

DIY Environmental Club
networking QQ group

2019 250+ Joined in July, 2019.7 invited by the
club president who was my good
friend
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The three analysis phases included: (1) preliminary analysis after the pilot project and

before summer field work, (2) reflective analysis to help me focus observations during

fieldwork, and (3) coding analysis after I left the field on both the field data and online

materials.

Preliminary Analysis

The analysis of pilot study data had three phases. First, I read through the transcripts and

noticed that many participants spoke about the specifics of their universities, which apparently

influenced their club life. In response to my questions about "environmental action", they

mentioned environmentalism and environmental activities. Hence a big picture consisting of

three "organizational categories" (Maxwell, 2012, 107) formed in my mind: "higher education

(高校)", "environmentalism (环保)", and "environmental activities (环保活动)". Next, I

began focused coding under each organizational category. Subcategories emerged as I coded

the specifics of higher education based on their similarity (Maxwell, 2012, 106) on a more

abstract level. For example, "the environmental majors (环境专业)", "the natural areas (校园

自然环境)", and "different campuses (分校区)" were all considered as the "environmental

aspect (高校环境)" (subcategory) of higher education. Similarly, several subcategories for

"environmentalism" emerged. Lastly, I found myself struggling to categorize environmental

actions with the three predetermined theoretical subcodes: deliberate, collective and

environmentally-driven. Therefore, I compared the texts coded as "environmentalism" and

"environmental activities" with these three features for "environmental action". During this

process, I began to add "inconsistency (偏离)", as contrasted to my initial hypothesis about the

consistencies between the environmental actions and the practices of China campus

environmental clubs. The insights from this initial coding informed my subsequent data

collection and analyses.
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In-field Analysis

My reflective memos acted as a preliminary interpretation as I connected various issues

and thoughts about possible subcodes for higher education and environmentalism. For

example, the prominent presence of the Social Practice program was directly related to higher

education, and the summer camp traditions were obviously the trace of Chinese typical

environmentalism. In addition, the idea of "inconsistency" became more important, as I

realized that more and more events and interactions inconsistent with the three features for

"environmental action"--deliberate, collective and environmentally-driven--were recorded in

my field notes. I used different colors to coarsely categorize those events and interactions as

inconsistencies to the three features of environmental action respectively. The in-field analysis

led me to focused observation in the field.

The Coding Processes

My coding method was inspired by Maxwell's (2012) categorizing strategy. After reading

through all of my memos and familiarizing myself with the relevant literature, I started coding

my field notes and field materials, including member reflections and newsletters, using three

initial organizational categories (Maxwell, 2012): "higher education (高校)",

"environmentalism (环保)", and "inconsistency (with environmental action) (偏离环保行动)".

In that process, an additional organizational category emerged, "campus environmental club

(环保社团)", to distinguish the data immediately relevant to campus environmental clubs, yet

not directly pointing to "higher education" or "environmentalism".

For "higher education", "environmentalism" and "campus environmental club", I

conducted a second round of coding and developed a primary set of substantive subcategories

(Maxwell, 2012). After such two rounds of coding the field data, I included the online

discussion records to start over the first and second round based on the existing code system.
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In that process, I modified the wording of some subcategories, and added new subcategories.

For example, I changed "undergrad identity", which was under "higher education", to "college

student (大学生)", because the latter was closer to the participants’ wording and "identity"

was also too theoretical at this point. Meanwhile, a new subcategory, "education goal (育人目

标)", was added to "campus environmental club", due to the frequent discussion of personal

growth in the club and how seniors mentored new members in the online discussion records.

Then, I re-coded the field data and the online materials with the new subcategories. After

coding the field data and ten online discussion records, I reflected on the present code system

and built an interpretive framework involving all the codes. By reading through the majority

of the remaining online discussion records, I further modified the interpretive framework and

checked its validity. At last, I analyzed all subcategories one by one by identifying their

unique features, which enriched my understanding of the framework. The findings after this

analysis process are presented as the first part of chapter 4.

For "inconsistency (with environmental action)", I coded the field data again with the

three features of environmental action, i.e., " (inconsistent with) deliberate", " (inconsistent

with) collective" and " (inconsistent with) environmentally-driven", as theoretical

subcategories (Maxwell, 2012, 107). In that process, two additional substantive subcategories

emerged, "confidence" and "quality", reflecting concerns related to members’ confidence and

the quality of camp activities and the camp itself. To reduce ambiguity of these codes, I again

examined the coded data and found that those coded as "confidence" were frequently related

to what was supposed to be done and what was being done, while "quality" related to what

was being done and what had been done. So, there could be a set of subcategories addressing

"where/when such inconsistency occurs", that is, "before (what is to be done)", "middle

(what is being done)" and "after (what has been done)", which then I used to recode and they
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fully covered what had been coded as "confidence" and "quality". Hence, I kept "before",

"middle" and "after", and discarded "confidence" and "quality". Then, I analyzed "before",

"middle" and "after" by identifying their features among the field data. Three themes,

"ambiguity", "deviation", and "loss of quality" subsequently emerged. The findings after this

analysis process are presented as the second part of chapter 4. To note, where I used

"inconsistency" in coding, when writing up data I replaced it with "lost environmental action".

I will further explain in chapter 4.
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Table 7. Final code system

Codes Subcodes and features

Higher education Being college students (originally "college students")
- Prescribed situation
- Collective identity (originally “Psychological

‘we’)
- Popular cultures

Extracurricular fulfillment (originally "social practice")
- Social practice
- Extracurricular credits

Resources access (originally "environmental aspect")
- Spatial and natural
- Academic and professional

Structural reliance (originally "system structure")
- Legitimacy
- Authority
- Peers

Environmental movement
(originally "environmentalism")

Connection to environmental NGOs
- Green Camp (NGO)
- Sponsorship
- Special relationships

Environmentalist traditions (originally "club tradition" and "camp
tradition")

- Camp tradition
- Club tradition

Common environmentalism (originally "environmental beliefs")
- Mass
- Pragmatism
- Nature

Campus environmental club Members impact (originally "educating goals")
Club culture

- Family culture
- Green culture
- Dualism

Club networks

When environmental action is
lost (originally "inconsistency")

Before
- Ambiguity

Middle
- Deviation

After
- Loss of quality

Why is lost environmental
action (originally
"inconsistency")

Collective
Deliberate
Environmentally driven
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CHAPTER 4

4FINDINGS

This chapter presents findings in two parts. To address the secondary research question,

the first part lists and explains features of China campus environmental clubs that are

generated from the analysis on both online discussion records and field data. It not only fill the

gap by revealing specifics about China campus environmental clubs, but also lay out the

context for the second part, which describes "lost environmental action" using field data to

answer the primary research question. The significance of both parts, especially the second

part, will be discussed in chapter 5.

4.1. FEATURES OF CHINA CAMPUS ENVIRONMENTAL CLUBS

The features of China campus environmental clubs reflect Chinese higher education,

China’s environmental movement, and the nature of clubs (Figure 1), all of which construct a

context for the members’ environmental actions in the next. I will articulate each feature

through presenting data from multiple sources.

Figure 1. Features of China campus environmental club
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4.1.1. Features Reflective of Chinese Higher Education

China campus environmental clubs reflect four features of Chinese higher education, that

is, being college student, extracurricular fulfillment, resource access, and higher education

structure.

Being College Students

Being college students concerns the situation and collective identity of club members, as

well as the cultural aspect of members’ interaction in the clubs, and often has a dominating

role over the club membership.

The situation of club members being college students has three highlights, that is,

schoolwork, school range and family concerns. Schoolwork, considered as the duty of college

students, is often prioritized over other activities (1,2,3,4, Table 8). School range refers to the

campus and the people on campus. For the clubs, the former is the physical range and the

latter constitutes the population range for their activities (5. Table 8). However, the debates on

the pros and cons of being confined to school range are also common (6,7, Table 8). Lastly,

pressure from parents and other family members focuses club members on schoolwork (8,

Table 8).

The collective identity as college students often applied to three contexts, that is, "how

much we know", "what we can do", "within what range we can do". Regarding "how much we

know", major courses and campus life are frequently mentioned as key factors (1,2, Table 9).

"What we can do" could be a frustrating topic (3, Table 9), but there is also an optimistic

perspective containing self-knowledge (4,5, Table 9). Again, for "within what range we can

do", students and campuses are fundamental to what can be done (6, Table 9).
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Table 8. Aspects of prescribed situation of being college students

Aspect Data excerpt

Schoolwork 1. "College students are in the stage of schooling, so have limited spare
time...but we can still make full use of summer vacations to do serious
environmental protection." (online discussion record, 6/8/2015)

2. "For college students, schoolwork is more important, so they won’t put
too much mind on environmental protection." (online discussion record,
5/22/2018)

3. "One grade up, the workload of schoolwork goes up too, so some
members have to give up some on the club side." (online discussion
record, 5/30/2015)

4. "Because of the relevant major, some have joined the club in order to
enhance their professional learning." (online discussion record,
12/8/2017)

School range 5. "We are college students and our club is inside the school, so our
environmental protection basically faces the college students...doing the
club in school range well, which could attract more people to
environmental protection, is important for them to do environmental
protection." (online discussion record, 5/22/2018)

6. "The environmental clubs of college students are situated in the
campuses, which is a simple, naive environment where the environmental
issues are also relatively simpler, so there are indeed fewer things that
clubs can do." (online discussion record, 6/1/2016)

7. "college students, even though living on campus and limited by the
campus most of the time, were still socially active, so there could be
potential impact beyond the campus." (online discussion record,
6/1/2016)

Family
concerns

8. "my families were a big obstacle when I wanted to participate in a camp,
because they simply wanted me to stay on campus and focus on the
schoolwork." (online discussion record, 6/8/2015)
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Table 9. Contexts where collective identity of college students are applied

Context Data excerpt

"how much
we know"

1. "Even if I was an environmental science major, the knowledge I could use
was very limited, yet when I learnt something useful, I would not be in the
club any more." (online discussion record, 1/27/2019)

2. "We, as college students, actually do not know that much. The wetlands
are far away from us. We don’t even know a thing unless participating in
relevant activities" (online discussion record, 2/9/2018)

"what we
can do"

3. "the efforts and abilities of college students are truly very limited, and
there are various barriers before us to make substantial contributions to
environmental protection" (online discussion record, 6/5/2018)

4. "college students indeed are not likely to make big great stuff, our abilities
are also not meeting the expectations of environmental protection, but we
are always trying our best to do what we can do" (online discussion record,
6/1/2016)

5. "we, as college students, though have limited abilities and limited
influence, but the goal of our investigation is not necessarily a must to
solve something. Instead, we are trying our best to attract the attention of
local people and the media. That is what we can do" (online discussion
record, uploaded on 9/2018)

"within
what range
we can do"

6. "Some environmental issues are indeed far away from us, but we as
college students, can we take advantage of being college students? We can
do more related to our campus. Maybe comparative to the issues outside,
the college students care more about the surrounding environment" (online
discussion record, 6/1/2016)

7. Some club members argued that the campuses were the basics if the clubs
wanted to do well. (online discussion record, 5/22/2018)

In addition, a piece from my field data could offer a closer look into the context of "how

much we know" and "what we can do". "The speakers are not useful anymore, our money also

could not come back. This is all because of my naive thinking and lack of experience! I am

such a pathetic college student! (crying)." This quote is from an emotional Yunnan Green

Camp member after a store owner refused to refund the prepaid rental for a set of audio

speakers that we did not need any more. That was a moment when I felt so strongly, with

other camp members, how "being college students" had shaped our experience. Even though I

talked with a camp member later that the incident could happen to those who were not college
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students, so that was not our fault, during the daily reflection activity in the evening, the

consensus still focused on being socially inexperienced college students, and the camp seniors

asked us to be more cautious in the future.

Lastly, being college students, club members are plugged into the popular cultures of

college students, which has affected peer interaction in the clubs. One the one hand, members

resist some popular cultures because they conflict with club traditions. For example, in a

brainstorming discussion on "summer camps" (6/11/2019), a senior camp leader summarized

three common conflicts between new camp members and the camp, and he emphasized that

those were typical for today’s college students. The first is that some camp members could not

accept the specific camp activities that forcefully bring camp members closer to each other,

especially between opposite genders. Second, the collective lifestyle and the spirit of suffering

were resisted and suspected by some camp members. In particular, they did not want to get

tanned. Third, some camp members were inpatient with the long-time schedule, and kept

thinking about entertainment and making money. One the other hand, some aspects of popular

college student culture were already internalized in campus environmental clubs. For example,

there is a specific kind of culture called Weisuo Culture (猥琐文化). In Chinese "wei suo"

literally means obscene, but in popular culture, it is just a joking way for young people to

speak of sexuality. As a club member described, "Weisuo Culture is more common in some

departments of Student Unions. It usually refers to those activities deliberately putting boys

and girls together in some close-distance activities, to speed up the process of familiarization"

(online discussion record, "Weisuo culture", 6/3/2019). In the Green Camp’s ice-breaking

phase, female and male members were asked to stand hand-in-hand, and then each pair spent

one hour telling each other secrets. In the following days, also team-building activities

included female and male members sitting on one another on laps, or hugging each other.

Most members, including me, felt shy initially, but then everything just felt alright, and indeed
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we soon became familiar with one another. "Weisuo Culture blurs the boundary between

genders, equalizing genders, so there can be real interactions going on. Boys and girls can also

cooperate better" (online discussion record, "family culture", 5/25/2015). However, in the

Waterkeeper Camp, we did not have "Weisuo Culture", so I had little chance to interact with

male members.

Extracurricular Fulfillment

Extracurricular credits, gained through student group membership, leadership, attended

public lectures, and other approved activities, are an important component for Chinese college

students to meet graduation requirements. Club members mentioned these multiple ways to

achieve these credits when they discussed their club activities. As a club member mentioned,

"our club majorly attracts students to our environmental activities by offering volunteering

hours (which can be transferred to credits)" (online discussion record, "the environmental

protection practice of the clubs", 3/10/2018). Another club member mentioned joining social

practice programs in the clubs: "in our school undergraduates are required to participate in at

least two social practice programs during winter or summer vacations" (online discussion

record, "the environmental protection practice of the clubs", 3/10/2018). For example, the

leader of the Waterkeeper Camp told me that their camp was a formal program registered at

the school and thus had acquired support such as reference letter and training from the

university. For the Green Camp, the situation was complex. First, the five camp leaders were

the responsible team for a social practice program registered at the university, the goal of

which was to investigate the progress of trash classification in Lashi City. Then, the club used

their camp plan to apply for support from the Wetland Messenger Program of WWF China,

which focused on wetland protection. During the camp, the five camp leaders were doing their

social practice program on trash classification, while the other camp members were organizing

a series of activities around the wetland in Lashi City. According to the Green Camp leaders,
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both programs were necessary. The social practice program gave them legitimacy,

recommendation letters, professional training, and potential funding even if its legitimacy was

limited by few participants. As a camp leader told me, "without such a name (of social

practice program), the camp would be totally illegitimate. But even now we have such a name,

the camp is still not fully legitimate to the school’s perspective, because only the five of us are

involved in the program". Toward the end of Green Camp, almost all camp members

requested from authorities proof that they were participants of the social practice or wetland

volunteer activity, which has potential to bring extracurricular credits. As a camp member told

me, "the majority of camp members come here not simply for the clubs or environmental

protection. Traveling and social practice credits are fundamental".

Resource Access

Two types of resources were frequently mentioned by club members and had a critical

presence in my fieldwork in terms of club activities. Importantly, I found that the access to

those resources also is integral to Chinese higher education. The first resource type includes

natural areas and other public physical spaces such as campus dorms and canteens, yet whose

use for club activities requires approval from administration. The second type includes

academic and professional resources such as the privileges, knowledge and facilities of the

environmental community on campuses, which are often connected to club members majors.

For example, nearly all Waterkeeper Camp members were environmental-related majors. In a

discussion on "the relationship between club activities and environmental protection"

(1/27/2019), several participating members listed the resources the clubs could draw on,

including university labs, faculties, graduate students, research programs, and competitions.
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Higher Education Structure

Two important conditions directly related to the structure of Chinese higher education

impact the club and its activities. First, communication channels with the formal brands (e.g.,

club name, university name) are only for formal activities. For example, for the Green Camp,

the host club, Huanqing Environmental Club, did not put any information on their WeChat

public account, only communicated camp updates via a specific QQ account privately to the

camp members. I attributed this to the fact that the WeChat public account was followed by

the administrative level of the university, while the camp was not registered at Yunnan

University, so it was not allowed to exploit university-sanctioned communications. In contrast,

as a formally registered program, Waterkeeper Camp posted updates via the club’s WeChat

public account on an ongoing basis, which were reposted by a more influential official

university account. Sometimes, it looked like a competition for influential exposure with

similar camps or programs occurring at the same time.

Second, other student clubs on the same campus are not only potential partners but also

competitive peers to environmental clubs. As a club members said, "for me, I really want to

share some creative ideas with other clubs to implement that together, but sometimes I also

have to keep the interest of my club, I want my club to win. I feel selfish, but that is the

pressure of club development on me." (online discussion record, "whether environmental

protection is a public-interest cause", 12/8/2017)

4.1.2. Features Reflective of China’s Environmental Movement

Campus environmental clubs reflect three features of China’s environmental movement:

connection to environmental NGOs, environmentalist legacy as tradition, and common

environmentalism.
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Connection to Environmental NGOs

Green Camp (NGO) has been the most frequently mentioned environmental NGO among

club members across regions. However, when they referred to Green Camp, it was more about

the early Green Camps in the 1990s, the founders (Tang Xiyang and Ma Xia) and the legacY

of Green Camp, while Green Camp as an environmental NGO, with its transition to nature

education after 2006, was seldom an intense topic for the clubs. Green Camp still organizes

camps today, but those are called National Green Camps, in order to distinguish those club

camps as regional camps. I asked a Green Camp member who had three club camp

experiences why he never previously participated in a National Green Camp. He replied, "the

national camp is not specifically for environmental clubs, is for any individuals, so firstly

there is the competition and I am not that confident about myself". In addition, he and other

club members told me, "national camps are very expensive!" Based on the Green Camp

advertisement in summer 2019, the three camps available for college students cost from 2300

to 4500 rmb, excluding personal transportation fee. Two were nature interpretation training

and one focused on environmental investigation. In contrast, for club summer camp the

average cost is usually no more than 500 rmb, excluding personal transportation fee. The

connection between campus environmental clubs and the Green Camp as an environmental

NGO is complex, as I noted in my memo, was "genealogically close, yet practically distant".

Environmental NGO sponsorship of club activities also added complexity to their

connections. For example, as mentioned earlier, Yunnan Green Camp, with an aim to promote

wetland conservation, was sponsored by WWF China. Not only the camp leaders received a

small grant to support camp preparation, but also each camp member was given a package

including a WWF tote bag, hat, shirt, notebook, and handouts, while the whole camp got a big

flag, posters and public handouts. However, the sponsorship seems symbolic, because it

simply requires that the camp highlights WWF in relevant activities such as the environmental
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communication in the Lijiang city. "There is a connection, but it is not that real and still

distant", I wrote in my memo on the 11th day of the Green Camp.

Environmentalist Legacy as Tradition

For this feature, I explain two ways in which the environmentalist traditions among

China campus environmental clubs today are a legacy from their involvement in the

environmental movement.

Club tradition

The Nature Name (自然名 ziran ming), as an environmentalist tradition among club

members, connects one’s identity to something in nature, most of which are the names of

plants, animals, or phenomena. I got my Nature Name much earlier before I started this

research, when I joined an environmental activity in Beijing organized by a local NGO and I

found all others had a Nature Name. For most club members I met in person or online, even

some people from the environmental organizations, I also only remember their Nature Names.

It seems that our use of Nature Names is a display of our common interest in the environment.

A club member mentioned where the Nature Name came from, "it was during the

outdoor adventure of teacher Xu Renxiu (a famous outdoor environmental activist from

Taiwan, having a close relationship with Green Camp in the past decades) that the tradition of

Nature Name was found in a local tribe. Teacher Xu thought that was a connection between

people and nature, bringing people closer to nature, so he introduced that tradition to China"

(online discussion record, "deviation from the original heart", 5/27/2016). I was not able to

find other explanations of its origin, but it is certain that the Nature Name has been a cultural

legacy from China’s environmental movement. Club members even bring their Nature Names

beyond the clubs. "When the elders (the name for former club members) come back, whoever
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they are now, their Nature Names make us feel closer to them, because we know there is a

connection between us" ( online discussion record, " stories from the clubs", 5/2019).

In the Green Camp, the club members were from 11 different campus environmental

clubs across 8 provinces, and they took turns doing an introductory presentation about their

clubs. Among the club activities, I found that the majority were common, especially those that

have already lasted for years, such as the campus Earth Hour campaign (encouraging students

to shut down electricity for an hour), Green Map (mapping campus plants and animals), Fruit

Card (using fruits to replace paper greeting cards), and Green Dorm (bringing plants into the

dorm). All of those activities could be traced back to or compared with popular formats of

China’s environmental movement in the past decades (e.g. Wang&Wang, 2012). The process

of campus environmental clubs developing such a legacy appears to have been from their

involvement in the movement and through interaction of dynamics within and beyond the

clubs.

Camp Tradition

Camp tradition is part of club tradition specifically for club camps, which are major

holiday activities. In particular, the first Green Camp in 1996 has been a legend for the

practical followers. Before each discussion activity on club camps that I have read, there was a

respectful introduction about the first camp, the leader Tian Xiyang and his wife Ma Xia.

What is a camp to club members is also essentially consistent with the first camp, which, as a

senior camp member described, "gathers young environmentalists with a common goal from

all over China...a group of environmentalists just spend an impactful and meaningful time

together" (online discussion record, "Green Camps in our eyes'', uploaded on 9/2018).Many

club camps, including Yunan Green Camp, claim that they inherit the Green Camp’s spirits.

On the first afternoon of the Green Camp, all members gathered in a room at the hotel and
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discussed the camp rules. With a printed draft of rules ready at hand, each member was

encouraged to express any pros and cons regarding the points of violations and punishments.

The process included multiple active voices, and a new version of the rules was agreed upon. I

was told later that this was the practice of the spirit of "environmentalist democracy", because

the camp was supposed to be a common cause for all members. After discussing the rules, we

also improved our "green pledge", which was supposed to be remembered by each of us later,

because to say that aloud together was going to be an important part of the opening ceremony

on the next day. The "green pledge" was not relevant to the specific theme of the camp at all,

but was rhetorically filled with slogans about the importance of environmental protection and

our common passion for it. It seemed an expression of our green spirit for the camp. In

addition, the spirit of collectivism was a key principle of our activities. Unless necessary, the

camp leaders would not separate us into groups, because "the collective is for each individual,

not for small groups", which was a strong statement made by a camp leader criticizing the

emergence of small groups in a whole-camp meeting. Even if there were groups, they would

change their composition throughout the camp.

The spirit of suffering was a central yet the most controversial part of camp tradition. For

ten nights in the Green Camp, we slept together on the floor with sleeping pads and bags in a

storage room of a village hotel. Everyday we followed a very strict schedule. For example,

each member should be ready standing in the circle at 7am before the morning team-building;

if any one came late, the punishment would be on all members. For the three meals each day,

we took turns to cook, and we ate together in a three-booth shed. The food supply was very

limited each day, so most of us felt hungry soon after the meal, especially on those days

having intense outdoor activities. When we could not eat together, such as when groups were

on a whole-day task, the meal would be two rice balls with a little spicy sauce inside. It was

forbidden for us to buy food using our own money and to take food from anyone else. We
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were also supposed to resist too much entertainment during the camp, such as singing

irrelevant songs. Among the reflections of camp members, I noticed that half accepted the

suffering as part of the rewarding experience while the other half could not. After all, the

inspiring stories of former environmentalists protecting the environment under harsh

conditions were widely accepted by club members. Moreover, as multiple senior camp

members agreed, "it is the spirit of suffering that realizes the collective, makes our deep

friendships, builds our perseverance" (e.g. the discussion record on "whether emphasis on

suffering is necessary for the camps", 6/5/2015; the record on "Green Camps in our eyes",

uploaded on 9/2018).

Common Environmentalism

Environmentalism is one of the most frequent topics among the discussion records, and

three major common beliefs emerged: mass mobilization, pragmatism and Nature-loving.

First, the more people join environmental protection, the more effective it will be. It is

not hard to link such belief in mass participation to the popular mass mobilizations in China.

Hence, the club is considered as where more people can join environmental protection, and

those people not only include the club audiences, but also their current and potential club

members (1,2, Table 10). Next, environmental protection should be pragmatic. For China’s

environmental movement, any successful environmental protection stories have visible

outcomes, which inspired a pragmatic perspective in the clubs. On the one hand, such

pragmatism sounds infeasible to club members (3, Table 10). Several Green Camp members

wrote in their reflections that only writing an environmental investigation report and feeling

nature were not enough to realize the essence of the Green Camp, which was always to make

an environmental change. On the other hand, this pragmatism makes things easier, because

club members would limit their activities to what is feasible (4, Table 10), such as awareness-
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raising campaigns, promoting environmental discourses, picking up trash, and protecting the

campus, were small yet basic responsibilities for college students, which are mentioned in

multiple online discussion records. Third, nature-loving is considered a key factor to develop

environmentalism. "Nature lovers are good people", a quote from Ma Xia (the wife of Tian

Xiyang, founder of Green Camp), was strongly supported by club members. As an outdoor

activity, camping and its environmentalist tradition are also expected to transfer such emotion

into action (6, Table 10).

Table 10. Beliefs about environmentalism

Belief Data excerpt

Mass mobilization: the
more people join
environmental
protection, the more
effective.

1. "only after the impact of the club grows to a certain degree,
we will be able to call for more people to join environmental
protection, realizing the protection goals. The stronger our
club is, the better environmental protection we can do."
(online discussion record, 5/29/2015)

2. "one single person could not go far, but in a club, where you
can find a group sharing a common goal, you can go farther.
Even if the effect is not obvious in a short term, but after
generations there would be big changes." (online discussion
record, 5/29/2015)

Pragmatism:
environmental
protection should be as
pragmatic as doing as
we can.

3. "there were local people complaining that why this group of
college students came here again. Last year was you, this year
is still you, but nothing has changed" (online discussion
record, uploaded on 9/2018)

4. "environmental protection could be anywhere...no matter how
shallow or deep our environmental protection is, we are
protecting the environment as we can" (online discussion
record, 5/29/2015)

Nature-loving: a
positive attitude towards
nature is fundamental to
environmentalism.

5. "no environmentalist is disinterested in or hates nature"
(online discussion record, 5/24/2017)

6. "a Green Camp is an expression of our veneration for nature
via the process of co-exploring what is environmental
protection means to us" (online discussion record, uploaded
on 9/2018)
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4.1.3. Unique Features of China Campus Environmental Clubs

Three more features capture the uniqueness of campus environmental clubs. Neither

Chinese higher education nor the environmental movement are immediately involved in those

features and only within the community of campus environmental clubs can the three features

be accurately understood.

Membership Impact

The idea about membership impact is echoed by a number of discussion records, in

which membership was considered as the most feasible impact. For example, when some club

members discussed the limited environmental impact of the clubs because "we could seldom

be as professional and full-time as environmental NGOs or institutions", another club member

jumped in and said, "the definition of an environmental club has to focus on the process of

influencing the already involved college students, that is, our members, then we can talk about

extending our impact to others" (online discussion record, "environmental protection as public

interest or not", 12/8/2017). In another discussion on "the relationship between the clubs and

environmental protection" (5/29/2015), there was also a definition of campus environmental

clubs as where club members were transformed to environmentalists, considered as the basic

impact of the clubs. Similar ideas appeared in other discussion records (e.g. online discussion

record, "the clubs first or environmental protection first", 5/22/2018; "whether the clubs are

green ivory towers", 6/1/2016).

A field observation also reflects membership impact. After the whole-day environmental

communication activity at Lijiang Ancient City (a famous place of interest crowded with

tourists), we were all exhausted when finally going back to the village hotel. In the evening, as

we all sat in a circle, the leaders led a reflective discussion on the day’s activity. Because we

were separated into groups in implementing that activity, the first round was a brief reflection
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from the group representatives. The second round was a free discussion and finally the camp

leaders made a summary. In the first round, two group representatives pointed out that the

environmental questions they had for the tourists were too difficult. Then the second round

started. The camp member first apologized again for her inability to get the rental back from

the store owner for the speakers. As members were discussing other problems about the

activity, one camp leader suddenly jumped in with a low unhappy voice: "it was you that

edited those environmental questions, made the whole plan and those formats. Don’t you feel

sorry or too late that you only realized the problems right now?" Everybody became silent, but

soon a camp member (who was the new president of her club) replied loudly, "it is possible

that we could not do well once, but we are all learning about future activities in such a process.

That we experienced that together is an important lesson!" Some club members nodded at her

point and the camp leader did not respond. It was at this moment that I made an impression

note that, "it doesn’t matter whether we make an environmental impact; the impact is about

ourselves (as club members)."

Dualistic Club Culture

In the language of campus environmental clubs, there are two categories for their Club

Culture, that is, Green Culture (绿文化 lv wenhua) and Family Culture (家文化 jia wenhua).

Even if definitions area not stated specifically, a variety of specific Club Cultures fall under

these two categories. For example, I noticed 18 different kinds of Club Cultures in 4 relevant

discussion records (on "sustaining Club Culture", 5/31/2015; on "the past year in the club",

6/4/2015; on "how to practice Club Culture", 8/17/2019; on "family culture", 6/8/2018) and

my field data. They are definitely not the full landscape of Club Culture, but they basically

cover what most clubs have’ Table 11).
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Based on the 18 Club Cultures, a picture of the dualistic Club Culture of campus

environmental clubs emerges ( Figure 2), where Family Culture focuses on the relationships

and interactions among members and with the club, Green Culture focuses on members’

environmental attitudes and behaviors. To understand the dualism of Club Culture, it is

absolutely not a juxtaposition of Family and Green Culture, but a complex interactive system

influenced by and simultaneously influencing the club members, who make up the club. For

example, a club member described how she made sense of their Club Culture as a self-

realizing process via a series of environmental and team-building activities (online discussion

record, "sustaining Club Culture", 5/31/2015). For her, "the Club Culture is also creative and

changeable if we engage with it more".

Figure 2. Dualistic Club Culture of campus environmental clubs
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Table 11. 18 different kinds of Club Cultures under two categories

Category Club Culture Description Focus

Family
Culture
家文化

"Family" culture
家文化

Club members care about each other like families, such as celebrating
birthdays, often hanging out. The club is as warm and familiar as home.

The relationship among club
members and between club
members to the club.

"The elders" culture
老人文化

The elders care about the club. They are the best back-up club members can
return to. They often come back for support.

The relationship between current
members and former members.

"Partner" culture
搭档文化

Club members develop lifelong friendships with club partners (e.g. co-
organizing an activity, co-leading a camp).

The deep relationship between club
members as collaborators.

"Talking a lot" culture
唠叨文化

Club members, especially the elders, talk a lot on environmental protection,
on club problems, on camp stories. They are appreciated, should be listened
to and even learned from.

The interaction between club
members.

"Meet-up meals" culture
例餐文化

Club members meet up during meals regularly. Anything could be the topics
over meals, but those about environmental protection and clubs are
encouraged.

"Sharing" culture
分享文化

Anything a club member wants to share could be shared with other club
members.

"Weisuo" culture
猥琐文化

Club activities that blur the boundary between genders, equalizing genders
within the club, realizing the close distance between each club member.

The relationship between club
members of different genders.

"Gentlemen" culture
绅士文化

Male members must respect female members by practicing such as "lady
first", actively sharing work with female members.

"Food fighting" culture
抢食文化

Because the vegetable supply in the camp is very limited, male camp
members should fight for more rice, leaving more vegetables for female
members.
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Green
Culture
绿文化

"Pig" culture
猪文化

Knowing that environmental protection is as hard as a thick wall, club
members still persist on going forward, as "stupid" as pigs.

The attitude of club members
towards environmental protection.

"Happy environmental
protection" culture
快乐环保文化

Environmental protection is not something sad, tedious or exhausting. A
variety of happy approaches are possible to do environmental protection.

"Singing" culture
唱歌文化

Club members like to sing songs (camp songs or club songs of environmental
protection themes) during the training, the camp, the meeting, and other
activities.

"Money" culture
钱文化

Club members spend the least money to do the most things. The quality of
activities does not depend on money.

"Empty plates" culture
空盘文化

Club members do not waste food so they empty the plates after eating and
refuse takeout food.

The common practice of club
members for environmental
protection.

"Chopstick bag" culture
筷子袋文化

Club members take a chopstick bag, say no to disposable chopsticks.

"Half tissue" culture
半纸文化

Club members do not waste tissue,so they divide the tissue to two pieces or
more to share with other club members.

"Within one meter"
culture
一米界文化

Club members pick up trash with one meter.

"Nature Name" culture
自然名文化

Club members connect themselves to nature by names and remember nature
while calling each other.
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Family Culture and Green Culture may conflict, such as "when a club is satisfied with

Family Culture, it may ignore the practice of Green Culture" (online discussion record, "how

to practice environmental culture", 8/17/2019). For example, from the same discussion record,

a club president questioned the "empty plate" culture, because he found it had been so hard to

persuade each member to empty their plates and refuse takeout food, and he did not want to

ruin the Family Culture by forcing or annoying club members. Another experienced club

member said, "it is incredibly difficult to prepare zero-waste or completely environmental

friendly parties with limited funding and efforts, but we are absolutely not giving up the

parties, which are so important for our Family Culture".

Indeed, in attracting and maintaining members, Family Culture has a significant role. As

a club president said, "The turnover is hard for all the clubs, but relatively easier for those who

have good relationships among club members, especially those having a stronger affection or

sense of responsibility for the club. That can only be achieved via intense Family Culture such

as a variety of team-building activities, training and mini camps" (online discussion record,

"saving campus environmental clubs", 6/8/2015). On a micro level, as a club member

described, "I am also a member at a department of Student Union, but you know, it does not

have Club Culture as the environmental club. I feel stressed there and hope the meeting will be

faster every time. However, I feel very different here, I feel a sense of belonging...every time I

see other club members’ smiling to me, I know I am not alone" (online discussion record, "the

past year in the club", 6/4/2015). Many camp members have also shared details about the

"family-like" experience during the camp and saw those as the most impressive and

unforgettable moments in the club (e.g., the discussion record on "whether suffering is

necessary for camps", 6/5/2015; on "good stories from the Green Camps", 6/6/2019).
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The relationship between Green and Family Culture is nuanced, but is overall perceived

positively by club members. "If the Green Culture is the roots of an environmental club like a

tree, then the trunk is Family Culture, which spreads Green Culture from branches to the

leaves (members)", as a club member described in a discussion on "how to practice Club

Culture" (8/17/2019). He further explained that the stronger the connections among club

members, the stronger their desire for environmental protection would be, the more

engagement with the environmental cause. As another club member said, "Environmental

protection is hard work, we are not all addicted to it, but at least I love this club and rely on it,

so I want to do something with other club members together" (online discussion record,

"family culture", 6/8/2018).

Deep Club Networks

The start of the recruitment for Yunnan Green Camp has activated a new round of

networking for the Huanqing Environmental Club since April of 2019. The QQ group created

in 2017 for the prior camps of 2017 and 2018 was reused as the Q&A group. Over one month,

the number of QQ group members increased by nearly 100 and reached 290. Huanqing also

had created another QQ group in 2014 for networking with other clubs, which had nearly 500

members. Based on my observation, new members joined these groups via the recruitment

message spread across many club networking QQ groups like those two, sometimes including

WeChat groups as well. However, for general purposes not related to the camps, Huanqing

members had to join other groups so they were able to send invitations to more interested club

members. Such an employment of online networking in club promotions was very common

among clubs. It significantly complements the traditional face-to-face networking activities

such as club camps and meetings, while the face-to-face still plays an important role in

catalyzing and sustaining those online networks.
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The Yunnan Green Camp was a hub of 11 environmental clubs across 8 provinces. In the

club networking activities as part of the formats, such as exchanging club souvenirs and doing

introductory presentations, each camp member represented his or her club. However, almost

all camp members mentioned one key goal for themselves, which was to make good friends,

or in their words, "to have the friendship that could last for 110 years". In their reflections, the

"110-year-long friendship" appeared again. And for those who thought they had achieved that,

all recognized it as the best part of the camp. As a club member said in a discussion on "the

past year in the club", "the best harvest for me in the club is the camp friends and club friends

from all over China. Our friendships are definitely going to last for tens of years, that is, my

lifetime". Those potential significant relationships embedded in the networks became an

important engine driving the networking itself, thus forming deep club networks.

4.2. LOST ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIONS: PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION IN

TWO CLUB CAMPS

Drawing on my participant observation in two club camps, I describe the "lost

environmental actions" as relates to larger activities, such as the whole camp, the public

environmental communication activity, the environmental education activity, and the

environmental investigation activity. Below I first discuss how "lost environmental action"

came to this study and then list three categories of "lost environmental action" that were

meaningful to the camp members: what is to be done, what is being done, and what has been

done, and present one theme specific to each category. I also analyze the relations to the three

features (collective, deliberate and environmentally-driven) within each theme of "lost

environmental action". The conceptual framework is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Three states with themes and three features capturing environmental action

4.2.1. Lost Environmental Action

It was during the preliminary analysis after the pilot project and before the summer

fieldwork that I first began thinking about the relationship between the concept of

environmental action and the practices of the clubs. In the pilot project, participants in the

three focus groups representing each of the three campus environmental clubs all spent a long

time introducing the specifics of their environmental activities to me, such as the competition

of "transforming recyclable trash into art " by club A, the "nature-lovers’ 21-day challenge'' by

the club B, and the fashion show with clothes made of recyclable trash by the club C.

However, the environmental reasons for why they wanted to do those activities were largely

missing from their descriptions. For example, the club A and the club C primarily described

their activities turning recyclable trash into art as a fun hands-on experience. According to the

examples club B showed me, the "nature lovers’ challenges'' was also more about sharing

individual lifestyles with like-minded peers. I thought that if those activities were considered

as their environmental actions, then the environmentally-driven feature should be explicit to

me, so I asked them more specific environmental questions such as "what environmental

contributions do you think the activity has'' and "what environmental issue are you

addressing". Not surprisingly, the issues were about the waste of recyclable trash and the
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ignorance of nature, but I was not satisfied. So I followed up with further questions such as

"but how do you deal with the artwork or clothes made from recyclable materials " and "but

how do you attract people ignorant of nature to your activity". Surprisingly, they all seemed

unprepared for such questions, and they appeared to be a little embarrassed. The president of

Club C told me directly, "almost all club activities are meaningless to make substantial

environmental effects", in a frustrated tone. In another focus group, the vice president from the

Club B said, "it is not hard to do the activity, but it is indeed very difficult to integrate impacts,

so we have to compromise, like forgetting the real environment a little bit". Hence, a sense of

"inconsistency" between the concept of environmental action and the practices of the clubs

became evident to me. The impression of "inconsistency" grew during my fieldwork at two

summer camps, as I noted a variety of events and interactions that showed inconsistency with

the three features of "environmental action" (Table 12).

Table 12. Descriptions of inconsistency with environmental action

Inconsistency Description

VS collective Club members think negatively regarding their connections to,
engagement with, and capacity of their clubs.

VS deliberate Club members are confused about, or not carefully considering,
the plan and decisions of what they are going to do.

VS environmentally-driven The environment does not have a substantial role in club
members’ collective culture or decision making processes.

However, because "inconsistency" was a result of comparison of empirical observations

to the theoretical framework and did not reflect the perspective of club members, "lost

environmental action" appeared as a more appropriate term in the process of analyzing field

data. While coding the written reflections of Green Camp members using the category of

"inconsistency" to the three features as in Table 12, I found most coded texts included words

(e.g,迷茫,茫然,没头绪,不知道是什么,一头雾水,矛盾) that were close to the meaning of
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"lost" (e.g. disoriented, ill-informed, confused, struggle), especially when the camp members

were describing their feelings about the activities and the camp itself. Then, I further coded

those texts, and three prominent themes were generated according to the three already-coded

states (what is to be done, what is being done, and what has been done). The three themes

defining "lost environmental action" are "ambiguity (losing the clear picture)", "deviation

(losing the right track)", and "loss of quality (not achieving what should be or deserves to be)".

4.2.2. Ambiguity About What Is to Be Done

Activity formats, expected outcomes and necessary knowledge often have ambiguity in

the camps (Table 13). Ambiguity often occurs where club members experience weak

involvement, other purposes and general activities (Table 14).

Part 1: What has ambiguity

Activity formats concern what to prepare, what to do, or what should be included for the

activities. In the Green Camp, club members mentioned their lack of knowledge and

inexperience relative to the activities, so they often could not contribute to the deliberate

process as they hoped (1,2,3, Table 13). Hence, the deliberate feature tends to be low.

Expected outcomes are what members expect to see or feel after the activities, including

visible impact (e.g., number of participants), specific products (e.g., reports, slides), and

positive emotions (e.g., sense of achievement). However, especially in the Green Camp, it

was either that the expectations were not clear to camp members before the camp and at times

even when the camp ended (6,7, Table 13), or that there was a passive attitude towards

outcomes (4,5, Table 13). Because members did not understand the environment or their roles,

the environmentally-driven and collective features tended to be low.
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Necessary knowledge also often has ambiguity for camp members. For example, the

experience from the Waterkeeper Camp shows ambiguity about professional knowledge (8,

Table 13), while the quote from a Green Camp member points to the lack of local knowledge

(9, Table 13). Both have influenced the members’ engagement with the activities. In the

Waterkeeper Camp, only a couple of active club members dealt with the knowledge, with the

collective being passive. In the Green Camp, it was the collective that wanted to move on,

while some members were stepping back. Hence, when some members realize that they have

such ambiguity, the collective feature tends to be low. However, when those who have the

knowledge highlight the environment and their intentions to learn or to act, the

environmentally-driven and deliberate features tend to be high.

Part 2: Under what conditions ambiguity occurs

Weak involvement occurs when a member feels he has a weak role in the group work (10,

Table 14). In such a condition, the collective feature tends to be low. Other purposes refers to

those purposes other than the environment. Multiple members admitted that the environment

was not the defining factor of why they came to the camp, and rather they prioritized factors

such as traveling, socializing, social practice and club responsibility (11,12,13,14, Table 14).

Hence, the environmentally-driven and deliberate features tend to be low. Because of the

emphasis on relations, the collective feature tends to be high. General activities are often too

general to identify the specific goal or meanings. For example, the Green Pledge might have

played a spiritually motivating role in environmental protection, but did not help the members

to have a clear, practical picture about the environmental aspect of the camp (15, Table 14). A

Huanqing Environmental Club member suggests that familiarity with the Green Camp

activities might add ambiguity to the environmental aspect as well (16, Table 14). Hence, the

deliberate feature and environmentally-driven features tend to be low. Yet, as the general

activities are the most common among the members, the collective feature tends to be high.
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Table 13. What has ambiguity: data examples. (D=deliberate, C=collective, E=environmentally-driven. + indicates that the feature tends to be
high,– indicates that the feature tends to be low)

Relation to the
features (D, C, E)

What has
ambiguity

Data examples

D- Activity
format

1. "It was my first time participating in this public environmental communication activity. I was excited but also
confused, because I did not know what public environmental communication was." (Written reflections by Green
Camp members)

2. "The challenge was big for us because for most of us it was the first time doing public environmental
communication. We were not able to have a clear consideration about some details and goals." (Written reflections
by Green Camp members)

3. "Four of us were all very lost while preparing for nature activities as part of our environmental education class for
the local kids." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

E-
C-

Expected
outcomes

4. "To truly achieve something, some effects, it probably only comes out by accident." (Quote of a camp leader during
our preparation for the environmental investigation activity)

5. "I was frustrated by our last public environmental communication on protecting the Black-headed Gull, so I don’t
have many expectations for this time." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

6. "I hope it was more clarified about the outcomes of our investigation. Was it just to collect information, or we had
to think deeply about it? The training before the camp was also not that helpful, and at that time I had no idea what
we were going to produce. I felt like being pushed forward." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

7. "I just had no idea what to teach to the kids. I had a hard time developing the slides, which turned out so boring to
me." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

C-
E+
D+

Necessary
knowledge

8. While we were visiting the environmental factories, I felt very lost because I had few clues about what the two
leading camp members were talking about with the professionals there, such as the chemicals, the techniques and
the terms. I looked at the other non-environmental major camp members, and she told me that she had no idea at
all. The rest of camp members also remained silent the whole process and they looked not interested in the
knowledge. (Field note on the first day (7/31) we visited the environmental factories during the Waterkeeper
Camp)

9. "When we were defining the questions for the investigation, the whole atmosphere was disoriented, because we
seemed not knowing what to ask. Especially when it concerned the local customs, ecological system, government
and business, some of us were even a bit resistant because the environment was strange to us." (Written reflections
by Green Camp members)
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Table 14. The conditions where ambiguity occurs: data examples. (D=deliberate, C=collective, E=environmentally-driven. + indicates that the
feature tends to be high,– indicates that the feature tends to be low)

Relation to the
features (D, C, E)

The conditions
where ambiguity
occurs

Data examples

C- Weak involvement 10. "The public environmental communication activity was my biggest failure in the camp, because I have zero
experience, I did almost nothing for its preparation. I watched others working first, but then I became lazy, not
even looking at what was going, and the whole morning passed." (Written reflections by Green Camp
members)

E-
D-
C+

Other purposes 11. "The reason why I came to this camp was simple, that is, I wanted to feel what a camp was and made great
friends." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

12. I was told that they were not coming for the environmental volunteering, just for traveling and gaining the
stamps (to prove social practice) by a senior camp member. (Field note on 7/13 during the Green Camp)

13. "I did not think too much about the camp itself by myself, because almost all my expectations were based on
what the seniors in my club told me." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

14. "Compared with shorter camps during shorter holidays such as October Camps, the summer camp is more of a
traveling stuff for most of us." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

E-
D-
C+

General activities 15. The Green Pledge was full of rhetoric related to general meanings, such as "green spirit", "green environmental
protection", "green passion" and so on, not relevant to the goal of the camp, like wetland conservation, at
all. (Field note on 7/13 during the Green Camp)

16. "For the past year in Huanqing, I have joined various activities, so I am so familiar with the forms of activities
that we had during the camp, not very exciting for me though." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)
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4.2.3. Deviation in What Is Being Done

In the field data, deviation (losing the right track) occurs under four conditions (Table 15).

The most explicit was the deviation from the collective rules. Camp rules, as a critical

component of camp tradition, explicitly point out undesirable behaviors and the according

punishments. Some relate to the spirit of suffering, while some are for the consideration of

collective order and safety. For example, playing mobile games, adding irrelevant activities,

leaving the group alone, excluding others on the group tasks are all undesired in the camp

(1,2,3,4, Table 15). Camp members explained their deviation by individual concerns

overriding the collective (1,2, Table 15), a negative perception of the group led to individual

actions (3, Table 15), and a personal commitment to environmental goals (4, Table 15). Hence,

when going against the camp rules, the collective feature tends to be low.

The habits from past lifestyles and club activities may lead to conscious or unconscious

deviation. For example, on the first day of the two camps, the environmental norm was

deviated from because of past lifestyles (5,7, Table 15). The habits from past club activities

somewhat skipped the deliberate process, because the members were simply looking for a

quick solution without concentrating on the issue at hand, doing activities from their past (6,

table 15). Hence, the environmentally-driven and deliberate features tend to be low.

Compromises in the process, i.e., changes to the original plans or expectations, could also

be deviations from what is supposed to be done, such as the trade-offs on the environmental

aspect of the plan to influence a broader range of tourists (8, Table 15), on the expectation to

convey substantial environmental messages to local children (9, Table 15), and on the plan to

gain accurate data from local people (10, Table 15). Those trade-offs involve less deliberate

efforts and weaker environmental drive. Hence, the environmentally-driven and deliberate
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features tend to be low. However, as the compromise was often a common agreement and

implemented by the collective, the collective feature tends to be high.

Unexpected gaps occur when the members feel unprepared for the gap between

expectations and the realistic situation, and there is no opportunity for the camp members to

compromise. In such cases, deviation often occurs painfully. For example, in the public

environmental communication activity, multiple members realized the problem of their

materials, but they still carried on (11, Table 15). During the environmental education activity,

participating members also described their painful deviations from the environmental goal,

the deliberate plan and the collective efforts already put into it (12,13, Table 15). Hence, the

collective, environmentally-driven and deliberate features all tend to be low.

4.2.4. Loss of Quality About What Has Been Done

Loss of quality in terms of activities, time, camp and relationships is a prominent theme

when camp members reflect on what has been done. I will explain each aspect by referring to

the numbered data in Table 16.

Activity quality concerns whether the activity has fulfilled the central mission. Clearly

indicated by its title, the central mission as consensus for each camp is about environmental

protection (wetland conservation for the Green Camp, water resources protection for the

Waterkeeper Camp). In reflections, multiple Green Camp members regretted or complained

that they had not reached their environmental goals by failing to deliberately focus on those

goals (1,2,3, Table 16). In such a sense of loss of quality, the deliberate and environmentally-

driven features tend to be high.
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Table 15. The conditions where deviation occurs: data examples (D=deliberate, C=collective, E=environmentally-driven. + indicates that the
feature tends to be high,– indicates that the feature tends to be low)

Relation to the
features (D, C, E)

The conditions where
ambiguity occurs

Data examples

C- Against the collective
rules

1. "When there was a collective negative emotion or bottleneck, I knew it should be time for us to get some
other relaxation… However, camp rules being there, as responsible for the situation, I did not know what to
do to the group. I thought those rules would not really help.." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

2. "The biggest failure for me during the camp was that I could not help to play the mobile game, which was
banned by the camp. However, I was a leader of an association in the game which has over 100 people. It
was also an important period for us to fight, so I really could not leave them." (Written reflections by Green
Camp members)

3. "I was assigned to a small group that did not have a very positive atmosphere, which was a little
disappointing. However, I didn’t want to give up, so I persisted on interacting with the tourists by myself.
While other team members had fewer complaints, they joined me as well. " (Written reflections by Green
Camp members)

4. "When the whole team was influenced by negative emotions, it was very tiring...so what I thought was just
to complete the investigation report by the deadline, even if only one or two people were substantially
engaged. It was the most direct. " (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

D-
E-

Following past habits 5. We had breakfast in the student canteen on the first day of the camp. Before that, the camp leaders
encouraged us to reduce waste. However, I observed that most of us bought soy milk in paper cups with
plastic straws. I reminded the girls on my table, but it became embarrassing. They said they forgot and it
was the habit. (Field note on 7/13 during the Green Camp)

6. During the preparation for the public environmental communication activity, many have brought their club
examples into the discussion. However, they mostly only focused on what gifts to buy and how to attract
people in funny ways. There was no mentioning about the themes or the goals of the activity. (Field note on
7/24 during the Green Camp)

7. On the first day of Waterkeeper Camp, there were members suggesting ordering takeout food. Another
member reminded us that the habit was not good for the start of the camp, so we went out to restaurants.
(Field note on 7/27 during the Waterkeeper Camp)

D-
E-
C+

Making compromises 8. "Many tourists suspected our identities, thinking of us as street selling, but the trick we found was that the
young students who looked like us were more approachable." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

9. "Making slides for environmental education classes for local kids was hard. I was not a competent teacher,
so I could only try my best to make the slides funnier." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)
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Table 16. What has loss of quality: data examples (D=deliberate, C=collective, E=environmentally-driven. + indicates that the feature tends to
be high,– indicates that the feature tends to be low)

Relation to the
features (D, C, E)

What has loss
of quality

Data examples

D+
E+

Activities 1. "The environmental questions were not close to the local environment. Our communication was superficial. The
format was too simple. We were not able to do our original plan which is having a specific corner for our activity,
but that was more acceptable for more tourists to trust us. The majority of the participants were students like us, and
most were female. The people we had impacts on were so limited." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

2. "To me, the meaning of doing water investigation was to involve local people to know about potential water
pollution in their area. However, I found what we could really do in the activity was no more than repeating the idea
of environmental protection before them. Maybe it was because we had been so disoriented." (Written reflections by
Green Camp members)

3. "The environmental education was not environmental education at last because we did not fully prepare for it. We
did not consider the factors such as weather and the characteristics of kids. It was not as okay as I had thought about
what we should have done." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

C+
D+

Time spent 4. "We were so hurried on preparing for environmental education. In the past, we would spend at least a week going
through every step of developing lessons. This time we were asked to be ready the second day...I did not feel
prepared for it even.The activity details were also not yet fully communicated to other camp members yet. Maybe it
just needed more time." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

10. The investigation survey appeared to have a couple of errors, but there was no time to correct them. Teams
frequently asked the total numbers from the leader to see whether it was enough to stop. (Field note on 8/2
during the Waterkeeper Camp)

D-
E-
C-

Unexpected gaps 11. "It was during the communication that we realized some environmental questions were too advanced and
complicated for tourists to answer. We were not even clear about them." (Written reflections by Green
Camp members)

12. "It was a challenge to recruit local kids to our environmental education activity in the village. Our team was
not able to get enough kids, which was disappointing." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

13. "The kids appeared not interested in the nature games. They even knew more than us about the natural
environment near the village. So we gave up the nature game plan and followed the kids doing what they
wanted to do." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)
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5. "I did almost nothing for its preparation. I watched others working first, but then I became lazy, not even looking at
what was going on, and the whole morning passed." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

6. "There were so many things the camp had put together in two weeks, which left little space for me to go deeper with
any of them, but two weeks were not a short time." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

C- Camp 7. "The first several days were really bad for me. It seemed nothing was the same as what I had imagined...I felt
disappointed but I could only write, ‘hang on there, it will end soon’ in my diary book. I just wanted to do my part
well and leave. " (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

8. "I did not think too much about the camp itself by myself, because almost all my expectations were based on what
the seniors in my club told me...only after experiencing it, I understood what a thing the camp was." (Written
reflections by Green Camp members)

9. "I still could not agree with the lifestyle of suffering during the camp, even if I understood the spirit. I just didn’t
think it was necessary for us." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

10. "The suffering is not that impressively suffering. I did not feel the strong connection built with other members."
(Written reflections by Green Camp members)

C- Relationship 11. "The lifestyle challenge for all of us has brought negative emotions, so team building was very important, but it has
not been that good. Each camp member was not that close to each other. " (Written reflections by Green Camp
members)

12. "There were not many impressive brainstorming and discussions with other camp members. The collective
awareness was not strong most of the time." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

13. "The camp members just stayed in their small circles, seldom interacting with those outside the circle. It was not a
sign of good collective awareness. At the same time, our camp leaders were incredibly overworked. I felt sad being
unable to help them." (Written reflections by Green Camp members)

14. The first and only reflection activity I observed during the Waterkeeper Camp was before they left Kaihua for the
village... One member complained that he had done all the contact work, such as contacting the governments,
organizations and transportations, and hoped next time the work was balanced. As far as I knew, there was only one
person responsible for the newsletter editing as well. (Field note on 8/4 during the Waterkeeper Camp)
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Time quality is that members feel their time is well spent. Some Green Camp members

complained about the overly filled schedule which did not leave enough space for them to get

prepared (4,6, Table 16), whereas there was also disappointment about wasting time doing

nothing meaningful (5, Table16). Such an awareness about time in the reflections indicate that

the Green Camp members cared about the processes and the collaborations they should have

been engaged in. Hence, the deliberate and collective features tend to be high.

Camp quality specifically concerns the gaps between their expectations or imaginations

and the real experiences. Some members have mentioned such a gap, which implies a broken

relationship perceived by the camp member and the camp itself, because in those parts there

were a lot of "I"s used, instead of "we", which was more common in reflections on specific

activities (7,8, Table 16). In addition, the value of suffering was doubted by a camp member (9,

Table 16). However, other members wrote in their reflections that the suffering was even less

than they expected, and that more suffering would have brought more meaningful collective

memories (10, Table 16). Hence, the collective feature tends to be low.

Relationship quality is about the strength of relations with others in and after the camp,

which should be directly related to the collective feature. As reflected, the relationships,

interactions and collaborations in the Green Camp were generally considered not ideal by the

members (11,12,13, Table 16). The collaboration in the Waterkeeper Camp was essentially

missed as well (14, Table 16). Hence, the collective feature tends to be low.
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CHAPTER 5

5 DISCUSSION

As detailed in the findings, my research revealed how China campus environmental clubs

reflect their higher education and China environmental movement context, as well as a unique

feature of their work: "lost environmental action". In this chapter, I interpret the first finding

by relating its categories to each other and linking the first finding to the second finding in the

context of China campus environmental clubs. Then, I describe the contributions of this work

to relevant literature.

5.1. INTERPRETATION

While interpreting the findings, two main trends emerged: 1) the three unique features of

China campus environmental clubs integrate double influences from Chinese higher education

and environmental movement, and 2) disconnections between members and the club catalyze

"lost environmental action".

5.1.1. Interpreting Unique Features

In this study, three features indicate the uniqueness of China campus environmental clubs,

each of which interacts with Chinese higher education and environmentalism in multiple ways.

For example, the feature of "membership impact" could be seen as an alternative to the ideal

of Chinese environmentalism (mass mobilization, pragmatism, and nature-loving), since it

recognizes the realistic situation of “being college students.” The feature of "dualistic Club

Culture" internalizes both the popular culture of college students (e.g., several items under the

category of Family Culture) and environmentalist legacy (e.g., Green Culture), which has been

effective in both attracting memberships and mobilizing collective environmentalism. The

deep club networks not only enable an environmentalist gathering for common causes such as
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club camps, but also meet the demand of extracurricular requirements within the higher

education context via different clubs across campuses. The three unique features of China

campus environmental clubs integrate double influences from Chinese higher education and

environmental movement. In other words, such multiple possibilities of integration towards

the three unique features capture the club's efforts to build their own unique space of meanings

and impacts, under heavy influence from both the higher education context and Chinese

environmentalism, which could be visualized as Figure 4.

Figure 4. Unique space of China campus environmental clubs

5.1.2. Interpreting “Lost Environmental Action”

Three themes about "lost environmental action"---ambiguity, deviation and loss of

quality--occur in three different states respectively. In the state of what is to be done, there are

two major conditions when camp members are susceptible to ambiguity, that is, when they

show strong individual thinking (deliberate) over/against the group, and when they follow the

group (collective) without thinking much about their roles/goals. It implies that in "lost

environmental actions" exists a disconnection between the individual members and the camp

as a whole group. In the state of what is being done, deviation occurs when camp members are

influenced by strong individual thinking, especially about their choices, feelings, and

expectations, while they are unwillingly following the group. The inconsistency between what

a camp member realizes during the process and the process itself also points to a

disconnection between the individual members and the camp as a whole group. For loss of

quality in the state of what has been done, because the reflections on what has been done are
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mostly done after the group activities, individual thinking is encouraged. However, the

negative perception about the group still reveals a disconnection between the individual

members and the camp as a whole group, that catalyze "lost environmental actions". Therefore,

the common trend over the three themes is that the connections between members and the

group emerge as a significant condition for environmental actions.

In the context of China campus environmental clubs, Club Culture has important

implications for the connection/disconnection between members and the group. According to

the feature of "dualistic Club Culture", Family Culture focuses on the relationships and

interactions among members and with the club, and Green Culture focuses on members’

environmental attitudes and behaviors. Because Family and Green Culture are inseparable, for

club members, the connections between them and the group should present double layers that

are respectively "Family" and "Green" (Figure 5). In this study, "lost environmental actions"

are frequently captured where camp members either doubted their relationships and

interactions with other members and the camp as a whole (broken "Family" layer), or had a

sense of inconsistency or a negative impression about environmental protection (broken

"Green" layer) regarding what they are to do, are doing and have done. Therefore, it is

reasonable to surmise that, when either or both layers are broken, disconnections would appear,

resulting in "lost environmental actions" (Figure 6). Double-layer connection links the two

findings by interpreting "lost environmental actions" in the context of China campus

environmental clubs (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Double-layer connection between members and the club
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Figure 6. Broken layers in lost environmental action

Figure 7. Linking two findings by putting all figures in a full picture

5.2. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LITERATURE

This work makes three major contributions to the relevant literature. First, it facilitates

critical thinking on the context of China campus environmental clubs. Second, “lost

environmental action” expands thinking on connecting emotions to environmental action.
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Lastly, the double-layer connection adds depth to understanding social relationships and

interactions in environmental activism.

5.2.1. Context of China campus environmental clubs

In Chapter 1, I introduced China campus environmental clubs by synthesizing the

literature on Chinese higher education and the Chinese environmental movement. As shown,

both sides have significant influences: Chinese higher education shapes the legitimacy and

daily life of China campus environmental clubs, while the environmental movement directs

the development of campus environmental clubs. However, the literature is relatively old and

often shows a strong preference for either higher education or environmentalism. This work

rethinks those influences critically by integrating the features reflective of the two sides as

explained below.

The four features reflective of Chinese higher education (being college students,

extracurricular fulfillment, resources access, and higher education structure) bear out what was

presented in the background of this study: the legitimacy, authority and influence that China

campus environmental clubs need are determined by the higher education context. However,

among the literature, it is still unclear about the role of Chinese higher education over those

clubs when they pursue environmental activism. Indeed, the processes for clubs to gain

legitimacy, authority and influence for their activities (e.g. the compulsory leadership turnover,

the absolute top-down regulations such as a ban on certain type of activities) could have

limited the possibilities of environmental activism in the clubs. This study argues that, the

higher education context, where the life of college students is embedded, the extracurricular

requirements are defined, and the resources, communication channels and peers for the clubs

are made available, is also playing an enabling role in clubs’ environmental activism. For

example, in the features of "extracurricular fulfillment", extracurricular requirements are
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effective incentives for college students to organize and participate in club activities. In the

features of "higher education structure", environmental clubs are also motivated by peer

collaborations and competitions with other clubs. The Chinese higher education context is

complex. For example, the feature of "being college students" shows that the situation,

collective identity and cultures of college students create complex factors for club members to

engage with their clubs, such as a mix of "what they can do", "what they know" and "within

what range", and a contingent attitude that excludes popular culture while embracing camp

and club traditions, yet internalizes popular college student culture for team-building. Such a

complex role of Chinese higher education in clubs’ environmental activism could be a future

research topic.

The three features reflective of Chinese environmentalism in China campus

environmental clubs (connections to environmental NGOs, environmentalist legacy as

traditions, and common environmentalism) enrich the picture presented the background that

the development of the clubs has been integral to the environmental movement. For example,

in the feature of "environmentalist legacy as traditions", I found that the stories of famous

environmentalists have become a necessary subject in club tradition. The popular public

environmental campaigns on reducing the use of paper, plastics, food waste and electricity are

also common among the clubs. However, the feature of "connections to environmental NGOs"

in this study points out that the role of environmental NGOs is not always as enabling as

described in the background. It could be as distant and symbolic as that of WWF in the

Yunnan Green Camp. Not limited to environmental NGOs, connections to the environmental

movement could also limit activism. In the feature of "common environmentalism", it is

noticeable that the three common beliefs (mass mobilization, pragmatism and nature-loving),

which are directly related to what is often preached by the past environmental movement, have

dominated the discourses of club members about environmental protection, even in an
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absolute tone. Meanwhile, almost all common club activities are also direct practices of the

three beliefs, such as nature experience activities according to nature loving, trash pick-ups for

pragmatism, and collecting as many recycling bottles as possible for mass mobilization. It is

thus reasonable to surmise the limiting role of the environmental movement. How does the

limiting process occur? What are the consequences of such limitations for the overall

environmental cause? More insights are needed to understand the involvement of the campus

clubs in the environmental movement.

5.2.2. Lost Environmental Action and Emotions

The theoretical framework of this study captures three features of environmental action,

that is, “environmentally-driven”, “collective” and “deliberate”. Whereas the theoretical

framework was reflected in my empirical observations, I also noticed a sense of

“inconsistency”, which led to the idea of “lost environmental action”. Specifically,

inconsistencies relative to the three features capture the absence of environmental meanings,

the lack of mindful engagement of actors, and the absence of partners collaborating with camp

members. Meanwhile, from the perspective of club members, “lost environmental actions” are

feelings of ambiguity concerning what is to be done, deviation from what was thought to be

the goal concerning what is being done, and loss of quality concerning what has been done.

Both “inconsistency” and “lost environmental action” have tapped into subjective

experiences of the researcher and club members, which, to some degree, echoes the literature

that connects emotions to actions (Hegtvedt et al., 2019). According to scholars, sustaining

consistency between expectations and experiences leads to positive emotions, which are

important motivators for actions (Turner and Stets, 2005; Bissing-Olson et al. 2016). In club

members’ written reflections, gaps between their expectations and experiences, as well as any

negative emotion brought by the conditions (e.g., limited food supply) or events (e.g.,
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confusing preparation for activities) in the camp, were mentioned as what more or less

undermined their understanding, engagement and interaction in the camp, leading to

ambiguity, deviation and loss of quality.

However, in those literature, whether the emotions are the positive or negative, they are

directly related to the environment, such as passion for nature and pride about environmental

protection, outrage about the condition of the environment, or guilt regarding insufficient

protection (Bissing-Olson et al., 2016; Kals et al., 1999; Junot et al., 2017). Those emotions

are closely related to the “environmentally driven” feature of the theoretical framework in this

study, but for “inconsistency” or “lost environmental action”, there are also emotions related

to the features of “deliberate” and “collective”. For example, club members showed

frustrations from low confidence and confusion when preparing for the activities; they also

expressed disappointment about not being strongly connected to other members. Hence, “lost

environmental action” is not simply individual emotions about the environment. The capacity

of the group, the relationships and interactions, all turn out to be critical emotional bases for

their environmental action, which I will discuss further below.

5.2.3. Social Relationships And Interactions in Environmental Activism

The double-layer connection in the context of China campus environmental clubs adds

depth to the literature studying environmental action (including volunteering) that mentions

the positive role of social relationships and interactions in environmental activism.

In some studies, those social relationships are with like-minded people (e.g. Asah &

Blahna, 2012), new friends (e.g. Bruyere & Rappe, 2007), and role models (e.g. Chawla &

Cushing, 2007). However, the degree of such relationships is seldom discussed. In the context

of China campus environmental clubs, Family Culture embodies the degree of such

relationships in a culturally significant sense: “environmental protection is hard work, we are
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not all addicted to it, but at least I love this club and rely on it, so I want to do something with

other club members together” (online discussion record, "family culture", 6/8/2018). In

particular, there is particular respect for "the elder" (senior club members,老人), among

whom are often role models.

Next, the double-layer connection links the social relationships and interaction to

environmental meanings, and recognizes the necessity of such a linkage. For China campus

environmental clubs, the connection with members must have both the "Family" layer and the

"Green" layer: "when it appears Family Culture activities deviate too much from

environmental protection, we have to say NO seriously, because our original heart is

environmental protection. If we deviate from it too much, if we lose our original heart, it

would just be meaningless" (online discussion record, "about clubs and environmental

protection", 5/29/2015). The theory of micromobilization in the social movement literature

says,"the more connected one is to other movement participants, the more active one will

become" (Tindall et al., 2003, 913). Indeed, the double-layer connection between members

and the club have kept China campus environmental clubs active over three decades. However,

today there are "lost environmental actions", due to the broken layers. What is breaking the

connection? Will more disconnections eventually "lose" the whole movement? Such urgent

questions should be a future direction on continuing the study on "lost environmental action",

even beyond the context of China campus environmental clubs.

Third, past research mentions social benefits as critical motivations for environmental

activism (Bramston et al., 2010), such as boosting members’ confidence, having fun, putting

values into practice together with others (Bramston et al., 2010；Chawla & Cushing, 2007；

Measham & Barnett, 2008 ). However, those benefits rarely distinguish environmental actions

from other activities. In China campus environmental clubs, club members are not only
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learning about the environmentalist legacy (the feature of "environmentalist legacy as

tradition") via the "Green" layer of the connection, but also taking the growth opportunities of

impacts and transformations towards an environmentalist under the family-like mentor of "the

elder" (e.g., the feature of "membership impact") via the "Family" layer of the connection. The

more we understand about those benefits specific to environmental actions, the more insights

we can draw on to mobilize and evaluate them powerfully.

5.3. LIMITATIONS

This work has made an initial effort to understand the context and environmental actions

of China campus environmental clubs. However, due to my mixed research/participant role,

personal biases, and relatively short fieldwork, this work suffers from several limitations. First,

I did not consider the types of China campus environmental clubs; the two clubs that were the

focus of my study were general, or traditional environmental protection clubs, which have

been referred to as student environmental associations in other literature. Other more recent

clubs focus specifically on biodiversity, plants, animals, campus planning, among other topics,

and could be referred to as rising campus environmental clubs. Future research on rising clubs

will contribute to a more complete understanding about the trend among China campus

environmental clubs. Second, this research draws on online discussion records collected from

several club groups, which were often dominated by several active clubs and active club

members, thus biasing the results. Third, I only did fieldwork at two summer club camps,

which limited my exposure to events and interactions, and as a passionate club activist before

the research, I experienced challenges working with club informants/participants. Finally,

being new to qualitative methods, I have gone back and forth figuring out the best methods

and the difference between the preconceptions and the findings.
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APPENDIX A

6LIST OF ONLINE DISCUSSION RECORDS

The Table below lists the online discussion records I collected for this research. The titles

are face meaning translation from Chinese. The group source does not necessarily mean it was

where the discussion took place, because of the circulations. There were some records

including the group information though, but since it did not affect the analysis, I only kept the

information of where I got them. I also did not collect everything from those groups, but

focused on the collection of the discussion records relevant to my interest in the recent 5 years

(2015-2019). Even if the groups are still producing such records, I essentially finished data

collection in January of 2020 for this work, hence not including materials after 2020.

Table 17. 50 online discussion records I collected for this research

Theme Date-Title

Club activities (3) 2015.6.3关于"在环保宣传中所遇到的令自己感动的事"的主题讨论/ About
the moving stories in environmental communication
2018.2.9湿地环保活动/Club activities on wetland protection
2018.5.19回收利用/club activities on recycling

Club camps (8) 2018.9 (uploaded)我们眼中的绿色营/Green Camp in our eyes
2018.6.3营期分享会记录/Sharing camp experience
2018.9 (uploaded)讨论 什么是绿色营及其意义/Discussion on what is Green
Camp and its meanings
2019.6.6话题讨论 绿色营的美好故事/About good stories from the Green
Camps
2016.5.29讨论 营期筹备、实施、后期/Discussion on camp preparation,
implementation and after work
2015.6.8讨论 地方营关注度下降/Discussion on the decreasing attention to
local camps
2015.6.5讨论 营期强调吃苦吃否必要/Discussion on the necessity of suffering
in camps
2018.6.11关于暑期营的头脑风暴/Brainstorm about summer camps

Club experience (6) 2019.5讨论 环协那些事儿/Discussion on the stories from the clubs
2018.5.29讨论 加入环协和收获/Discussion on the individual gains in the
clubs
2016.5.30讨论 加入社团的初衷及收获/Discussion on the reason why joining
the club and the gains
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2015.6.4关于"加入环保社团这一年来的收获"的主题讨论/About the past
year in the club
2016.6.4讨论 社团外对我们的不理解或者误解/Discussion on the
misunderstanding frm outside the clubs for us
2018.6.5话题讨论 环协带来的改变/Discussion on the changes brought the
club

Club culture (8) 2015.6.9关于"如何传承和创新社团文化"的主题讨论/About how to carry on
with club cultures
2019.6.3猥琐文化/unique cultures in the club
2018.6.10即兴讨论 文化传承 留任品质/Discussion on keeping the quality of
club cultures
2015.5.25关于家文化的探讨/About family culture
2015.5.31讨论 社团文化传承/Discussion on club cultures
2018.6.8话题讨论 家文化/Discussion on family culture
2019.8.17讨论 如何践行社团文化/Discussion on how to practice club
cultures
2015.2.25关于家文化的讨论/Discussion on family culture

Club management
(8)

2018.5.31讨论 社团团建/Discussion on club team building
2018.11.12讨论 新老交替问题和协会传统与协会现状发展问题）/Discussion
on turnover and the developmental problems
2018.1.20社团管理和发展问题疏导/club management and developmental
problems
2015.5.30讨论 社团人才流失/Discussion on the talent drain of clubs
2018.9.3环保社团招新讨论/Discussion on club recruitment
2019.7.27社团招新讨论 Discussion on club recruitment
2019.8.3讨论 调动干部的积极性/Discussion on how to mobilize club leaders
2017.12高校环保联合会的定位/The role of Campus Environmental Protection
Association

Club and
environmental
protection (10)

2016.6.7讨论 社团还是环保？/Discussion on the club or the environmental
protection
2016.6.10讨论 校园环保社团或组织影响力/Discussion on the impact of
campus environmental clubs
2018.5.22先环保还是先社团/Environmental protection first or club first
2016.6.1讨论 环保社团是绿色的象牙塔/Discussion on the clubs as green
ivory tower
2015.6.8讨论 拯救环保社团/Discussion on saving environmental clubs
2015.5.29讨论 社团还是环保/Discussion on the club or the environmental
protection
2015.05.29关于社团与环保的讨论/About the club and the environmental
protection
2019.1.27社团活动与环保的联系/the relationships between club activities and
environmental protection
2018.9上传 讨论 先环保，还是先社团/Discussion on environmental
protection first or the club first
2018.3.10社团的环保实践/The environmental protection practice by the clubs

Environmental
protection (7)

2017.5.24讨论 热爱大自然的人是好人/Discussion on nature lovers are good
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people
2016.5.27讨论 偏离初心/Discussion on deviation from the original heart
2016.5.26讨论 环保是实践还是宣传为主/Discussion on environmental
practice first or communication first
2017.12.8讨论 环保还是环保公益/Discussion on environmental protection as
public interest
2017.6.2讨论 初心/Discussion on original heart
2018.6.11话题讨论 空杯心/Discussion on "empty heart"
2019.6.1空杯心讨论/Discussion on empty heart
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